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SECRETS IN THE LIBRARY: PROTECTED KNOWLEDGE AND 
PROFESSIONAL IDENTITY IN LATE BABYLONIAN URUK1 
By KATHRYN STEVENS 
Injunctions to secrecy in the colophons of scholarly cuneiform tablets offer potential insights into the 
classification and protection of knowledge in Mesopotamia. However, most models of a body of "secret 
knowledge" defined by the so-called "Geheimwissen colophons" have found it difficult to account for a 
seemingly disparate corpus of protected texts. This study argues first for an expanded definition of intellectual 
protection, which leads to a larger corpus of protected texts. Through a case study of Late Babylonian colophons 
from Uruk, it is suggested that there is a strong correlation between texts related to the professional specialism 
of the tablet owner, and the occurrence of protective formulae in the colophon. This implies that it is fruitful 
to consider "secret knowledge" less as an abstracted corpus of esoteric texts and more as a mutable categorisation 
strongly linked to professional and individual intellectual identity. 
Tablet of Anu-belsunu, lamentation priest of Anu, son of Nidinti-Anu, descendant of Sin-leqi-unninni, 
Urukean . . . Whoever reveres Anu, Ellil and Ea [shall not take] it [away] by r theft1. Ephemeris, wisdom of 
Anutu, secret of the [great] god[s], wisdom of the scholars. One who knows may show [one who knows]; 
one who does not know may not [see. Restriction] of Anu, Ellil and [Ea, the great gods].2 
Colophon to TCL 6, 24+ (lunar ephemeris). 
Tablet of Anu-belsunu, lamentation priest of Anu, son of Nidinti-Anu, descendant of Sin-leqi-unninni, 
Tiranaean . . . Whoever reveres Anu, Ellil and Ea shall not take it away by theft. 
Colophon to TCL 6, 12+ (microzodiac). 
The use of writing as a protective mechanism to safeguard written artefacts has a long history in 
Mesopotamia. From the third millennium onwards, written sanctions appear on objects bearing 
texts of various kinds, including treaties, royal inscriptions and, in the late second and first millennia, 
scholarly compositions. The two colophons excerpted above, both from Hellenistic Uruk, exemplify 
a concern with the protection of intellectual material which is evident in many first-millennium 
scholarly tablets. Given the rarity of explicit reflections by Mesopotamian scholars upon their 
intellectual activity, these protective measures in colophons have generated interest as a potential 
source of insights into issues such as the classification and status of different types of knowledge, 
the ways in which access to scholarly material was organised and controlled, and the intellectual 
self-positioning of Assyrian and Babylonian scribes.3 
1
 This article was originally written with the support of an 
AHRC doctoral studentship, and revised during a postdoc-
toral fellowship at the Centre for Canon and Identity For-
mation at the University of Copenhagen in 2012-13; it also 
benefited from insightful comments and questions from the 
members of the Centre for Canon and Identity Formation 
on a seminar paper presented in November 2011.1 am grate-
ful to Eleanor Robson, Dorothy Thompson, Nicole Brisch, 
and Matthias Egeler for many helpful suggestions, and to 
Jonathan Taylor and the anonymous reviewer at Iraq for 
their comments which led to considerable improvements in 
the argument. Any remaining errors are, of course, my own. 
2
 Transliterations and translations are the author's unless 
otherwise stated. 
3
 For a full critical review of previous scholarship on the 
Geheimwissen colophons see Lenzi 2008: 2-15, with the 
addition of Scheil 1918 and Offner 1950 on other protective 
formulae. The main milestones are Borger 1964, Beaulieu 
1992, and now Lenzi himself. Although I disagree with 
Lenzi's views on protective mechanisms and the Geheimwis-
sen colophons, my interpretation of the distribution of 
protective formulae supports his broader claims about a 
connection between protected knowledge and the specialised 
corpora of the different scholarly professions, and fits well 
with the scholarly rhetoric of exclusivity he discusses in 
Ch. 2. Since secrecy, esotericism, and protected knowledge 
are of interest within a variety of Assyriological fields, 
passing remarks on these colophons also appear in many 
other works. Three in particular foreshadow the arguments 
presented here in their discussion of the Geheimwissen 
colophons in terms of exclusive rather than "esoteric" 
knowledge, and in relation to the professional activity of 
scribes. These are Neugebauer 1955 Vol I: 12, Beaulieu 2000: 
14-15, and Rochberg 2004: 210-19. 
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However, such insights have proved difficult to pin down. From Offner's first survey of protective 
formulae in 1950, through Borger's Geheimwissen article which set the tone for future scholarship 
by focusing on colophons with explicit reference to secrecy and concealment, to Lenzi's book-length 
treatment of secrecy in Mesopotamia and Israel, the apparently "inconsistent" distribution of the 
so-called Geheimwissen colophons is a recurring and intractable problem.4 No model has so far been 
proposed which can satisfactorily account for the size or nature of the Geheimwissen corpus.5 With 
only fifty-five "secret" tablets, this constitutes a remarkably small fraction of the surviving scholarly 
material from Mesopotamia, even taking into account the fact that many tablets are broken and 
missing colophons altogether. 
More problematic still is the composition of the corpus; it has not been possible to find a common 
denominator which links together these tablets but also separates them from the mass of unprotected 
material. The texts to which Geheimwissen colophons are attached come from most areas of 
cuneiform scholarship, apparently without any clear patterns; the same composition may be labelled 
as "secret" in one manuscript and not another, or, in the case of series, one tablet may be protected 
but not the next. The resulting image of random or at best inconsistent distribution is at odds with 
the level of conscious composition we might expect in colophons, which were the only part of a 
copied tablet where scholars could exercise free choice over form and content and could stamp their 
own identity onto their work.6 This problem has still not been satisfactorily resolved; indeed, Lenzi's 
"solution" works not by finding coherence but by categorically stating that there is none to be 
found: 
The texts marked with this special colophon are in no way to be distinguished from other scholarly texts. 
In fact, the question plaguing their study, Why are these particular texts marked?, is a dead end.7 
I hope to demonstrate that this is in fact far from the case, and that the incoherence of the secret 
corpus owes more to the scholarly practices of the twentieth century A.D. than those of the first 
millennium B.C. First, a re-examination and modification of the Geheimwissen typology in the light 
of methodological considerations and the evidence of a range of surviving colophons will yield a 
broader definition of intellectual protection, and hence an expanded range of tablets containing 
protected knowledge. The coherent patterns which can be traced among protected tablets will then 
be illustrated by a case study of colophons from Late Achaemenid and Seleucid Uruk. Here, instead 
of a top-down perspective which seeks to identify and explain a single, abstract body of "secret 
knowledge", I will adopt a bottom-up, contextualised approach which highlights the agency of 
intellectual practitioners, both groups and individuals. When the material is analysed from this 
angle, close and specific correlations can be detected between the professional specialism of a scholar 
and the distribution of protective colophons among the tablets he owned and/or wrote. It will also 
be suggested that in certain groups' shifting usage of protective formulae over time we may see a 
reflection of intellectual change, as scholars redefined the knowledge at the core of their professional 
activity. Tracing the patterns of the protective formulae will prove to be not a dead end but rather 
a step towards a greater understanding of scholarly praxis and identity. 
I. Secrecy, security and the protection of knowledge 
According to the typology developed by Borger, a Geheimwissen colophon maximally contains 
the following three elements:8 
4
 Offner 1950: 143; Borger 1964: 190; Lenzi 2008: 2-3. helps to explain the inconsistency of the Geheimwissen subset 
5
 Beaulieu's general link with "expository texts" and (2008:206). Close examination of the Late Babylonian Uruk 
"speculative thinking" (1992: 107-08) is invalidated by the colophons shows ordered variation in their elements, down 
number of counter-examples. Limet's "special categories" to the level of wording and sign choices. Lenzi's example of 
(1986: 248-49) and Lenzi's idea that all scholarly texts were the "caprice" of colophon elements, the copying statement 
secret but only exceptionally labeled as such (2008: 204-15) safirma bari, "written and checked", in fact shows meaning-
do not explain the actual distribution of protective measures; ful patterns in its distribution—see Robson 2011: 566-69. 
see further Section I below. 7 Lenzi 2008: 214. 
6
 Rochberg 2004: 211. I disagree with Lenzi's view that 8 Borger 1964: 189. 
colophons in general are inconsistent and that this in fact 
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A) mudu mudd likallim "One who knows may show one who knows." 
B) la mudu la immarl ayy-Tmur "One who does not know may not see." 
C) ikkib ilirabuti "Restriction of the great gods."9 
The occurrence in a colophon of A) or B), or the simpler piristi {i)X, "secret of X", which Lenzi calls 
a "secrecy label", was deemed necessary and sufficient by Borger and others to classify the relevant 
text as "secret knowledge."10 The choice of these particular phrases is easily comprehensible, as they 
make explicit reference to possessing, showing and withholding knowledge. However, there are 
difficulties here. 
The first is the lack of contextual differentiation. The "secret" tablets as defined by Borger and 
Lenzi derive from contexts which are temporally, spatially and intellectually disparate, ranging from 
the vast Neo-Assyrian royal libraries to private houses and temples in Achaemenid and Hellenistic 
Uruk and Babylon. Since Borger's article we have gained a much greater understanding of the 
variability of textual traditions over time and space. Despite the conservatism of cuneiform 
scholarship, it is increasingly clear that even the so-called "canonical" series exhibit local and 
chronological variations in content and structure. It is then hardly surprising that no consistent 
patterns can be found within the diverse material of the Geheimwissen "corpus". 
Indeed, without any contextual link, the only connection between these tablets is the shared 
attestation of the phrases selected as significant by Borger and others, and here a second issue arises. 
There is no difficulty with classing as protected knowledge the contents of tablets marked with 
formulae which explicitly mention restricted access to intellectual material. What is problematic is 
the assumption that only these formulae reflect a concern with protecting the knowledge contained 
in the text. This narrowly philological approach rests on a subjective conception of the kind of 
language required to imply a concern with the control of knowledge, in this case terms relating to 
knowing, seeing, revealing and concealing. A focus on these semantic ranges is justified in a 
philological study of concepts of secrecy or concealment in Mesopotamian scholarship, which is one 
of the aims of both Borger and Lenzi. However, there is an elision in their work and that of others 
between this and the broader historiographical project of delineating and explaining protected 
knowledge and protective mechanisms in the Mesopotamian intellectual domain. The result is that 
the Geheimwissen formulae, and no others, have come to be seen as necessary to indicate any concern 
with the protection of knowledge. In this way, Assyriologists have created a decontextualised corpus 
of secret or exclusive knowledge, according to a restrictive concept of intellectual protection which 
proceeds from largely intuitive categories rather than from a full examination of the range and usage 
of Akkadian terms in protective formulae. In fact, this narrow understanding of intellectual 
protection is undermined once such an examination is undertaken.11 
To illustrate the problem, let us return for a moment to the two colophons with which we began, 
quoted this time in full: 
sd an-gi6 30 | rim m^60-eri-su-nu "gala d60 ma-rii set mnig-sum-mu-d60 a md30-ti-er unugk'-« qat 'md60'-[aba-
uter marlsu] \ [tupsar Enuma]ri(>^ den-lil-la tir-an-naki-«unugki i,u[ba]rmu-l-ME-2rT-kamman-ti-r'i-f-ku-su 
[sar] | pa-lih 21 50 u 40 ina sui-qd- [la itabbal\-su \ a-ru-u ne-me-qi d60-u-tu rad-hal dingirn[meS galme5] | 
mi-uru lium-man-nu '"zu"1 ana '[^mudi] | li-kal-lim la '"zu" nu [immar ikkib] | da-[n]iw den-lil-la u [Ea Hani 
rabiiti]. 
Eclipses of Sin. Tablet of Anu-belsunu, lamentation priest of Ami, son of Nidinti-Anu, descendant of Sin-
leqi-unninni, Urukean. Hand of Anu-[aba-uter, his son, scribe of (the series) Enuma] Anu Ellil, Tiranaean. 
Uruk, [Nisan]nu, year 121, Antiochus [king]. Whoever reveres Anu, Ellil and Ea [shall not take] it [away] 
by 'theft1 n. Ephemeris, wisdom of Anutu, secret of the [great] god[s], wisdom of the scholars. One who 
knows may show [one who knows]; one who does not know may not [see. Restriction] of Anu, Ellil and 
[Ea, the great gods]. 
9
 See Lenzi 2008: 168-69, n. 157 on the translation and explicit reasons for excluding protective formulae other than 
mistranslation of mudu and ikkibu in these colophons. Geheimwissen clauses and secrecy labels; however, his 
10
 Lenzi 2008: 170-85. X is usually a specific god or the understanding of intellectual protection also seems some-
divine collective, but variants include "secret of heaven and what intuitive. 
earth" and "secret of kingship." 12 See Appendix, Table H, Colophon 45 for the restora-
11
 Lenzi rightly criticises the unhelpful use of intuitive cat- tion of the formula, 
egories of "secret" or "esoteric" (2008: 3). He himself gives 
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ta ugu gisda sumun6" gaba-ri unugki sar-ma igi-tab | rUip"-pi md60-en-su-nu rhi1gala d60 ma-ru sa mnig-sum-
mu-d60 ma-ru md30-ti-er tir-an-naki-« qat md60-ad-gur a-su I4umbisag 'u4 d60 ^ en'-flil ] | [ m]'an1-ti-'i-ku-su 
rlugaF mud d60 en-lil u didim ina sur-qa la tixra-su. 
From an old writing board, a copy from Uruk, written and checked. Tablet of Anu-belsunu, lamentation 
priest of Anu, son of Nidinti-Anu, descendant of Sin-leqi-unninni, Tiranaean. Hand of Anu-aba-uter, his 
son, scribe of (the series) Enuma Anu El[lil ] Antiochus king. Whoever reveres Anu, Ellil and Ea shall 
not take it away by theft. 
These colophons, and the tablets on which they are inscribed, have much in common. Both were 
owned and written by the same two individuals—Anu-belsunu and his son Anu-aba-uter, who were 
both kalus, or lamentation priests, of the Res temple in Uruk.13 Although their exact provenance is 
unknown, it is likely that both tablets came from the Res, where others belonging to Anu-belsunu 
and his family have been excavated. Both colophons also contain protective formulae which invoke 
the same divine agents, but only the first fits the Geheimwissen typology. The second includes a 
prohibitive formula which is extremely common in colophons from Uruk and elsewhere: pdlih DN 
la itabbalsu, "whoever reveres god X shall not take it (i.e. the tablet) away." The gods invoked vary, 
often with a bias towards the dominant local deities; in Seleucid Uruk we usually find Anu 
and Antu, while colophons from contemporary Babylon call upon Marduk and Sarpanltu. The 
prohibition is sometimes coupled with a symmetrical curse, sa itabbalu DN (u DN) litbalsu, "whoever 
takes (the tablet) away, may the god(s) X (and Y) take him away", as in the following colophon of 
an early Hellenistic tablet owned by the Uruk asipu IqTsaya: 
pa-liff da-nu-um d50? u didim nu tixm-su ina me-res-ti-su la u-sam-kis-su ina xx^-su ana e umun-s« lje-gur-j« sa 
iura-su drim u dsa^-la lit-bal-su 
Whoever reveres Anu, Ellil7 and Ea shall not take it away, shall not deliberately let it be lost. On the same 
day he shall return it to the house of its owner. Whoever takes it away, may Adad and Sala take him 
away.14 
The tabalu formulae were not included by Borger and are explicitly disqualified by Lenzi, who 
argues that "the pdlih formula seems more concerned with the material safety and well-being of the 
tablet than with the unauthorized use of it, which is the primary concern of the Geheimwissen 
colophon."15 However, a distinction between material and intellectual protection makes little sense 
in this context, since tablets were valuable not for their medium but for their contents. Relatively 
fragile and ephemeral to their writers, clay tablets were merely the temporary bearers of texts which 
were rendered precious by their antique, even divine, origins, and their transmission through many 
centuries of careful and faithful copying.16 The physical conditions of Mesopotamian scholarship 
meant that there was no valorisation of the "original" manuscript, but rather a great concern with 
the fidelity of the current copy in relation to its predecessors, for it was this that determined the 
continued authenticity of the text.17 Given the physical fragility of clay tablets and the ease with 
which at least some inscribed objects could be transported, it is unsurprising that the wording of 
some protective formulae emphasises "material" considerations such as damage or theft. It seems 
likely, however, that even when the "material" protection of the tablet is explicitly at issue in the 
colophon, what is at stake is still the intellectual loss—either of the textual content itself or of a 
monopoly on that content—which is entailed by this "material" loss. 
13
 Based on her study of first millennium Ezida, Caroline 
Waerzeggers only defines an individual as a "priest" if they 
held a prebend as well as the relevant ritual qualifications; 
without the prebend they were denied access to temple 
worship (2010: 34). Current evidence for the prebendary 
status of the Uruk dsipus and kalus in the Late Babylonian 
period is slim. The dsiputu prebend is attested in two docu-
ments (McEwan 1981: 71-73); only one tablet explicitly 
refers to the kalutu prebend (BiMes 24, 47) but there are 
several relating to the neck-cut which was usually assigned 
to this prebend (Beaulieu 2000: 10-11). Whatever the precise 
socio-economic relationship of these individuals to the tem-
ple, they were clearly involved in cultic performance. Despite 
the risk of anachronism, I have found it useful here to trans-
late kalu and asipu as "lamentation priest" and "incantation 
priest" respectively, since this emphasises the cultic context 
which is crucial for understanding their intellectual output, 
and defines their primary role within the temple. On the 
kalus and dsipus as "presumed erib-bitis" see Van Driel 2002: 
112-13; for the Late Babylonian interconnection between 
prebend-holding and cultic activities among dsipus and its 
lesser visibility at Uruk, see Jursa 1999: 27-31. 
14
 Appendix, Table F, Colophon 21. 
15
 Lenzi 2008: 204. I refer to what Lenzi calls a "pdlil} 
formula" as a "tabalu formula", since formulae beginning 
mthpdlil) can be completed by various verbs and I focus here 
on the tabalu type. 
16
 On divine revelation and human transmission of 
scholarly knowledge, see Lenzi 2008, Ch. 2. 
17
 Clancier 2009: 222-23. 
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This is confirmed by the time restrictions which appear in several tabdlu colophons from Uruk, 
including that of the Iqisaya tablet quoted above.18 Here, anyone who takes away the tablet is 
instructed to return it on the same or the following day, an injunction only explicable within an 
intellectual framework of short-term borrowing for consultation or copying. Even if one did wish to 
make a finer distinction between "material safety" and unauthorised use, theft, as expressed by the 
tabdlu colophons, would surely come under the latter heading; in Babylonia one would not steal a 
tablet for want of clay. The Geheimwissen formulae can certainly be said to reflect a different 
emphasis from those which prohibit theft or extended borrowing; the former explicitly restrict access 
to the content to a group of users with specific intellectual qualifications, while the latter are 
concerned to ensure that the (unspecified) user returns the tablet safely to its rightful place without 
loss or neglect. However, I would argue that in all the formulae the core concern is to protect 
knowledge, and hence that, if we wish to investigate not only Mesopotamian scholarly conceptions 
of secrecy but also the protection of knowledge by Mesopotamian scholars more generally, then all 
tablets marked by protective formulae, not just the Geheimwissen type, can be classed as protected 
or restricted on intellectual grounds. 
The evidence of surviving colophons yields two further points in support of this interpretation. 
The first relates to the frequency with which the different formulae appear. From Late Achaemenid 
and Seleucid Uruk there are only seven colophons containing Geheimwissen clauses, compared with 
around sixty with formulae of the tabdlu type.19 The index to Hunger's Babylonische und assyrische 
Kolophone reveals a similar distribution from other times and places, with tabdlu clauses occurring 
three times as frequently as the phrase mudu mudd likallim Id mudu la immar, or variants thereof.20 
It seems unlikely that Mesopotamian scholars were relatively unconcerned about restricting access 
on an intellectual level compared with ensuring the material wellbeing of their tablets alone. 
Secondly, the content of the colophons themselves offers further support for the dissolution of 
Lenzi's distinction. Of seven Uruk colophons with Geheimwissen elements, certainly two and 
probably three also contain the tabdlu formula.21 For example, the colophon fragment SpTU 4,147 
reads as follows: 
mdinana-mu-kam dumu-[a-ni ] | la u-sam-kis-su ina te-su ana e umun-iii he-gur-i« sa t[vm-su dim u] \ ''so-
la lit-bal-sii zu ana zu-a li-kal-lim nu zu-a a-[a imur]. 
[...] Istar-suma-eres, [his] son [...] shall not let it be lost; on the same evening he should return it to the 
house of its owner. Whoever takes [it away], may [Adad and] Sala take him away. One who knows may 
show one who knows; one who does not know may not [see]. 
Lenzi contends that co-occurrences of this kind reinforce his distinction, since "the presence of the 
pdlih DN u DN formula.. .alongside the Geheimwissen colophon prevents us from identifying the 
former as a pious variant of the latter."221 would rather interpret the partial overlap in usage in the 
opposite sense, as an indication of a continuum of meaning and purpose between the tabdlu and 
Geheimwissen clauses. This would be similar to the case of secrecy labels and other Geheimwissen 
phrases, which do not always appear together but seem to be parallel and mutually reinforcing and 
indeed are treated by Lenzi as such. There seems no obvious reason to interpret the co-occurrence 
of tabdlu and mudu clauses differently—quite the reverse, in fact, if we consider a number of cases 
where the punishment for the removal of a tablet is the removal of the offender's eyesight. For 
example, one colophon from Neo-Assyrian Huzirina states: 
sa ir d60 [...] igi" mcS-su rirn sa 'ina uru4? u-sam-\su-u ina] su" dmuati ha-an-[tis] 
Whoever takes (this tablet) away, may Ea, [...] take away his eyes. Whoever deliberately lets it be 
for[gotten, by] the hands of Nabu quick[ly.. .J.23 
18
 Appendix, Tables F and G, Colophons 19, 21, 24, 30, 
32, 35, 36. 
19
 See Appendix, Tables E-H for all protected colophons 
discussed. Geheimwissen formulae occur in Colophons 32, 
42 and 45. 
20
 Hunger 1968, index s.v. tabdlu and idu: 60 attestations 
of tabdlu clauses against 16 for mudu clauses. 
21
 Definite attestations are SpTU 4, 147 (Appendix, 
Colophon 32) and ACT 180 (not edited here as the family 
affiliation is unknown). In ACT 135 (Colophon 45) the 
relevant clause breaks off after "pdlih Anu Ettil u Ea" but it 
is likely that the verb to be restored was the usual la itabbalsu. 
22
 Lenzi 2008: 204. 
23
 STT 1, 40 r.22; transliteration and translation from the 
project The Geography of Knowledge in Assyria and Babylo-
nia (henceforth GKAB): http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/ 
cams/gkab/stt_l_40. Other examples of this punishment: 
BAM 1, IV, STT 1, 71; 84; STT 2, 215. 
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Given the importance of symmetry in the Mesopotamian prognostic and legal traditions, the clear 
implication is that the real offence is intellectual, i.e. taking the tablet in order to read the contents. 
A further link with knowledge can be seen in the appearance of Ea, god of wisdom, as divine avenger 
here and in other tabalu clauses.24 
Both methodological considerations and the textual evidence thus suggest strong reasons for 
abandoning Lenzi's artificial distinction between "material" and intellectual protective measures, 
and expanding the Geheimwissen corpus to a broader category of "protected texts" where in all cases 
some level of intellectual protection is involved, even if the link with knowledge is not made explicit 
on the verbal level. This not only makes more sense of the relative frequency of the various protective 
formulae within surviving colophons, but also yields a much larger number of protected texts, which 
may form a more coherent set or series of sub-groups. The rest of this study attempts to provide one 
example of how such coherence can indeed be traced, using as a test case the colophons of four 
groups of scholars from late Achaemenid and Seleucid Uruk. 
II. The scholars of Late Babylonian Uruk 
During the Late Babylonian period, cuneiform scholarship at Uruk was dynamic but tightly 
circumscribed. The surviving material reflects a scholarly environment dominated by a small group 
of families, many of whom were attached to the temples as dsipus and kalus, "incantation priests" 
and "lamentation priests". The tendency towards familial monopoly was so strong that each of these 
professions came to be essentially restricted to a certain family: asiputu was monopolised in the 
Achaemenid period by the Sangu-Ninurtas, and in the Hellenistic period by the Ekur-zakirs, while 
the Sin-leqi-unninni family had a tight grip on the position oikalu, which they had consolidated over 
several centuries.25 It is the scholarly tablets belonging to members of these three families which will 
be considered here.26 In terms of their provenance, the Uruk tablets fall into three sets which are not 
exactly coterminous with family groups. 
The first corpus, or better, set of corpora, consists of 414 scholarly tablets discovered in a private 
house (the so-called "house(s) of the asipu priests") during excavations by the Deutsche Orient-
Gesellschaft from 1969 to 1972 in the square Ue XVIII.27 These tablets belonged to the members of 
the Sangu-Ninurta and Ekur-zakir families, who served as dsipus in the late fifth and late fourth/ 
early third centuries respectively. Although the two families' tablets seem originally to have been 
separate, located in different occupation levels, the site was disturbed by later Parthian graves; this, 
together with the fact that only 118 tablets have partially or fully preserved colophons, makes it 
impossible to assign many of the tablets securely to one family or the other.28 However, among the 
tablets with colophons we can distinguish two sub-corpora belonging to the respective families: 
a) Sangu-Ninurta collection.29 39 tablets written and/or owned by three generations of the 
family from c. 425-400 B.C., of which 32 were owned by Samas-iddin or his son Anu-iksur, 
and most of the others by Anu-iksur's brother Rlmut-Anu. 
b) Ekur-zakir collection. 46 tablets dating mainly from c. 325-300 B.C., of which 34 were owned 
or written by IqTsaya or his son Istar-suma-eres.30 
24
 E.g. STT 1, 38; 2, 192 from Huzirina. At Uruk, Ea is 28 For the most recent attempt to do so, and the difficulties 
invoked in conjunction with Anu and Ellil, on tablets of all involved, see Clancier 2009: 47-73. 
types owned by IqTsaya, and by other scholars usually on 291 avoid the problematic term "library" here due to lack 
tablets which are connected with celestial phenomena. His of space to consider the methodological issues, although 
specific aspect as a source of scholarly knowledge may there- I regard it as justified to describe collections of scholarly 
fore not be in play here. See Appendix, Colophons 18, 19, cuneiform texts as "libraries" provided one is clear about the 
21-23, 28, 30, 40,42,44-45. differences from Classical or modern libraries. For some 
25
 Beaulieu 2000: 5-8. recent terminological discussions, see Clancier 2009: 17-18; 
26
 The other two major scholarly families of Late Babylo- Too 2010; Robson 2013. 
nian Uruk, Hunzti and Ahi'utu, are omitted since their 30 Two Ekur-zakir scholarly tablets from 251 B.C. and 229 
surviving tablets are too few to draw conclusions about the B.C. respectively were found in the house, suggesting con-
distribution of colophons. tinued occupation by the family during the third century, 
27
 Useful overviews: Clancier 2009: 30-32 and Robson but most of their surviving tablets are from the late fourth 
2008: 227^10; tablets published in SpTU I-V; partially re- century. 
edited by the GKAB project (http://oracc.museum.upenn. 
edu/cams/gkab). 
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The second corpus consists of 141 scholarly tablets and 29 administrative texts discovered in situ in 
a small room inside the Res temple during German excavations in 1959-60.31 Many of the tablets 
were in poor condition, but most of the owners and scribes listed in the preserved colophons are 
kaliis of the Sin-leqi-unninni family. Particularly well-represented are Anu-belsunu (1) and his son 
Anu-aba-uter, active during the late third and early second centuries.32 
Anu-belsunu and Anu-aba-uter, as well as other members of the Sin-leqi-unninni and Ekur-zakir 
families, are also represented in the third corpus: around 175 scholarly tablets excavated illegally in 
the early 20th century. These tablets are unprovenanced but are likely to have come from the Res 
temple, and some at least from the area where the excavators later found the other Sin-leqi-unninni 
tablets, which had been disturbed by clandestine digging.33 Of just over 70 tablets with fully or 
partially preserved colophons, most can be connected with the Ekur-zakir or Sin-leqi-unninni 
family; several tablets fall into both groups, since members of these two families sometimes 
collaborated.34 The range of dated tablets spans the late fourth to the mid-second centuries; while 
Iqlsaya and his son appear in a few of these tablets, most of the Ekur-zakirs attested here are later 
generations. 
The choice of these corpora has two main advantages for the current study. First, it yields a set 
of colophons, and a subset of colophons containing protective formulae, large enough to reveal 
trends but small enough for a single case study—rare within the surviving scholarly tablets from 
Mesopotamia. Second, the high proportion of archaeologically provenanced tablets, combined with 
our comparatively rich knowledge of the intellectual world of Late Babylonian Uruk, facilitates a 
more context-sensitive approach than has previously been followed with regard to the protective 
colophons. Instead of focusing on the content of protected tablets from different periods, the Uruk 
material allows us to examine the use of protective formulae among individuals operating within a 
similar intellectual, economic and social context, to some extent based on text groupings they 
themselves constructed. This enables us to look for smaller-scale patterns in the distribution of these 
formulae—professional, familial or individual. Such patterns are, I will argue, strongly present. 
Before proceeding to an analysis of the material from Uruk, it must finally be stressed that even 
within this comparatively rich dataset there are many broken tablets. This often makes it difficult to 
tell whether or not a protective formula was originally present, and inevitably disrupts our 
identification and understanding of patterns. Nonetheless, I hope to demonstrate that the surviving 
colophons provide compelling evidence that the distribution of the protective formulae was far from 
random, and that protected knowledge and professional identity—at the level of the individual 
practitioner—are closely intertwined. 
III. Protected knowledge and professional identity: the case of Uruk 
Close examination of the Uruk colophons shows a strong correlation between the professional 
specialism(s) of the individual tablet owner and/or scribe, and the occurrence or non-occurrence of 
protective formulae in the colophon. A number of modern commentators have drawn a connection 
between secrecy and the scholarly professions; however, the link has so far been made at a high level 
of generality and/or using a model of a single, abstracted body of protected knowledge.35 What the 
Uruk material demonstrates is that intellectual protection, and the mechanisms used to enforce it, 
are in fact highly context-dependent and tied to the individual intellectual practitioner, who marked 
with protective formulae tablets of special relevance to his own professional activity. For this reason 
it is impossible to find one criterion to explain the distribution of all protective formulae from 
multiple contexts, since the reasons for their application vary across time and space and even from 
one scholar to another. 
To illustrate this link between profession and protection, we will first consider the Uruk dsipus. 
In order to work as far as possible from tablets grouped together in antiquity, the corpora from Ue 
31
 Tablets published in BaM. Beih. 2; discussion in re-edited by the GKAB project (http://oracc.museum.upenn. 
Clancier 2009: 75-90. edu/cams/gkab). Colophons: Hunger 1968, nos. 87-118. 
32
 On Anu-belsunu (1), see Beaulieu 2000; Pearce and 34 ACT 163, 171, 300, 501, 600, 601, 702. 
Doty 2000. 35 E.g. Neugebauer 1955 I: 12; Rochberg 2004: 217; Lenzi 
33
 Tablets published in TCL 6, BRM 4 and ACT; partially 2008, Chs. 2-3. 
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XVIII form the primary dataset; the trends identified here are then tested using the illicitly excavated 
tablets. 
i) Safeguarding tradition: Achaemenid asiputu in the Sangu-Ninurta corpus. Among the 39 tablets 
which can be securely attributed to the Sangu-Ninurta family by the colophon, 17 definitely 
contained a protective formula, almost all using the verb tabdlu (a list of all tablets discussed here 
and an edition of the colophons containing protective formulae can be found in the Appendix, 
Tables A and E respectively). When the content of the protected tablets is examined, the vast 
majority can be related to the professional activity of the asipu. Since there is a danger of over-
generalisation or circular reasoning in attempting to identify the corpora of texts used by various 
types of scholar, it is worth defining at this point precisely the criteria by which a text is deemed to 
fall into this category. The fact that we possess a copy of a given composition belonging to an 
individual who self-identifies as an asipu or kalu is not sufficient, since education, collaboration and 
individual intellectual interests may all result in scholars copying beyond the remit of their primary 
specialism. In the case of the dsipus we are in an easier position due to the existence of the so-called 
Asipu's Handbook or Manual of the Exorcist?6 This list of compositions that a would-be asipu is to 
master as part of his training is known from the Neo-Assyrian period, but also from the Sangu-
Ninurta tablet SpTU 5, 231, which proves that it was familiar to the asipu?, of Achaemenid Uruk.37 
I take a given composition to be related to the dsipus' work if it meets one or more of the following 
conditions: 
• The composition is listed in the Asipu's Handbook. 
• The composition falls under one of the dsipus areas of competence as known from either the 
Handbook or other sources (e.g. medical texts, rituals, incantations). 
• The asipu is mentioned in the text itself (e.g. participating in a ritual). 
Sixteen of the 17 protected tablets from the Sangu-Ninurta corpus contain compositions which 
qualify on these grounds. These are (colophons in Appendix, Table E): 
• Nine tablets containing medical material (Colophons 1-9).38 
• Three copies of major incantation series or accompanying rituals: Surpu, Maqlu and 
Lamastu (Colophons 10-12).39 
• Two copies of the ritual series Bit Meseri (Colophons 13-14).40 
• One copy of the terrestrial omen series Summa Izbu (Colophon 15).41 
• One copy of the lexical commentary HAR-gud (Colophon 16).42 
The presence of a protective formula on the last tablet (Colophon 17) cannot be explained on the 
basis of a connection with asiputu in general, but its contents may have had particular significance 
for the dsipus of late Achaemenid Uruk. The tablet in question is a copy of the god-list An=Anu, a 
text which Beaulieu has persuasively argued may have influenced the reorganisation of the Uruk 
pantheon in the Late Babylonian period.43 If this is so, the copy of An-Anu may have received a 
protective formula because of its special theological significance for these Sangu-Ninurta dsipus, 
36
 First edition (KAR 44 only): Bottero 1985; edition and 
critical discussion based on all MSS: Jean 2006: 62 ff. The 
Uruk MS SpTU 5,231 was most recently edited by Clancier; 
online version at http://oracc.museum.upenn.edu/cams/ 
gkab/sptu_5_231. On the definition of asiputu and the ac-
tivities of dsipus, with a focus on the Neo-Assyrian period, 
see Jean 2006. 
37
 SpTU 5, 231 is broken but apparently a very close 
parallel to the Assur copy KAR 44. 
38
 Five of these are copies of or commentaries on the 
medical omen series Sa-gig, which is listed in the Handbook 
(KAR 44 o.6, broken on SpTU 5, 231). The other four 
medical texts cannot be matched to the Handbook but are 
clearly within the asipu's professional remit. On late medical 
commentaries from Uruk, see George 1991; Geller 2010 Ch. 
7; Frahm 2011: 220-29; 232-33. 
39
 Maqlu and Surpu: KAR 44 0.14; cf. SpTU 5, 231 0.14. 
Lamastu: SpTU 5, 231 o.l3. 
40
 Cf. SpTU 5, 231 o.l l ; KAR 44 o. l l . 
41
 Not listed in the Handbook, but included on analogy 
with Summa Alu, which does appear. 
42
 Although HAR-gud is never referred to as sdtu in 
subscripts (Frahm 2011: 58), as a bilingual commentary it 
may fall under the rubric of the "satu-Msts" mentioned in 
the Handbook (KAR 44 r.14; SpTU 5, 231 r.16; see Frahm 
2011: 329 for the interpretation of nig-zi-gal-eden-na as 
"$dtu-\is\&"). HAR-gud does not seem to have been used in 
elementary schooling during the first millennium (cf. Gesche 
2001: 77; 179-82; 694; 809); as a composition apparently 
used only by those who already possessed a certain level of 
competence, it therefore seems a good candidate for the 
"sdtu-\ists" mentioned in the final section of the Handbook 
as material for those who have already "mastered the whole 
of iSsiputu and come to know the secret" (KAR 44 r.13; 
SpTU 5, 231 r. 15). 
43
 Beaulieu 2010. 
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who were active at precisely the time of transition between the old and new theology — as indicated 
by the shift from Anu and Istar as the deities typically invoked in Samas-iddin's colophons to Anu 
and Antu in those of his son. In fact, this tablet itself appears to be one of the earliest to invoke Anu 
and Antu; it is one of only two tablets owned by Samas-iddin to use the new formula,44 and was 
therefore written at exactly the point where, if Beaulieu's argument is correct, its contents may have 
been of most importance for the dsipus of Uruk. 
The apparent correlation between the use of protective formulae and tablets containing 
compositions which had particular professional significance for the (Uruk) asipus is striking. It can 
only be truly meaningful, however, if matched by a reverse correlation among the tablets which were 
not protected. How well do the unprotected tablets support the hypothesis that the fifth-century 
dsipus applied protective formulae only to compositions of core professional significance? 
There are 16 tablets in the Sangu-Ninurta corpus which definitely do not contain protective 
formulae.45 To a limited extent, these do show a distinction in content from the protected tablets. 
Three of the unprotected tablets are mathematical,46 while, as we have seen, no mathematical 
composition appeared among the protected corpus. The absence of protective measures on this 
category of texts, which did not form an integral part of dsiputu, supports the contention that the 
formulae were deliberately applied to compositions which were central to the Sangu-Ninurtas' 
professional activity. Yet beyond this the correlation between core professional texts and protective 
formulae seems to break down: the 13 remaining unprotected tablets contain very similar material 
to those which were protected—medical texts, incantations, omen series. On closer inspection, 
however, these unprotected tablets can be seen to differ from those that were protected. Although 
the content of both groups of tablets is thematically similar, in terms of the probable circumstances 
of their creation and use, the two groups show rather different profiles. 
At least 10 of the 13 unprotected tablets which contain material related to dsiputu can plausibly 
be viewed as the work of students or apprentices from the third stage of scribal education labelled 
by Gesche as "Fachausbildung", "specialised training."47 As noted by Gesche, the identification of 
high-level educational texts is problematic and often depends on editors distinguishing relevant 
characteristics on an archive by archive basis.48 However, all the tablets in this group display two or 
more of the following features associated with advanced pedagogical tablets: 
• They are commentaries.49 
• Scribes who elsewhere bear the full professional title oi asipu appear here with no professional 
title or are designated as sehru, "junior".50 
44
 The other is SpTU 5, 254. 50 No title: SpTU 1, 32; SpTU 3, 100; sehru: SpTU 1, 49; 
45
 See Appendix, Table A. On six tablets, damage to 50; 72; SpTU 3,99 (restored). On professional titles qualified 
the colophon makes it impossible to determine whether a by sehru as an indication of (advanced) student status, see 
formula was originally present: SpTU 1, 28; 38; 44; 56; 60; Gesche 2001: 214-15; Frahm 2011: 313. In the Hellenistic 
SpTU 4, 151. tablets from Uruk, where it is possible to trace the careers of 
46
 SpTU 4, 172; 174; BaM. 21,483. individuals, $et}ru clearly represents a junior stage passed 
47
 Gesche 2001: 213ff. Cf. Jursa 1999: II.6, who sees the through by younger men before they received the full title of 
Bel-remanni archive as an example of Fachausbildung. their profession—e.g. Anu-belsunu (I) appears as kalu sehru, 
48
 Gesche 2001: 214. "junior lamentation priest", in the colophon of TCL 6, 46, 
49
 SpTU 1, 31; 32; 49; 50; 72; 83; SpTU 3, 99; 100. On the which he wrote in 231 B.C., whereas in all his later tablets he 
function of commentaries in advanced education, see Frahm holds the title "kalu of Anu and Antu". In the Sangu-Ninurta 
2011: 313-14. Of course, as Frahm notes, not all commentar- corpus, however, it is not entirely unproblematic to under-
ies performed a pedagogical function, but in combination stand sehru in this way, since Samas-iddin and Anu-iksur are 
with other features such as a lack of professional titles this is described as asipu sehru on many of their surviving tablets, 
a strong indicator. It may also be significant that none of including cases where their own children are attested as 
the eight unprotected Sangu-Ninurta commentary tablets scribes, i.e. far into adulthood. It is therefore possible 
labeled malsutu appears to be a copied text—none has a that in this corpus, sehru is not the equivalent for samallu, 
copying statement, catchline or #epz'-glosses—while at least "apprentice", which it appears to be in the Hellenistic cor-
two of the four protected commentaries are copied works pora (the title samallu is only used once in the Late Babylo-
(SpTU 1, 33 has a catchline, and SpTU 5, 254 an explicit nian scholarly colophons from Uruk, on TCL 6, 48)— 
copying statement). This supports the idea that the unpro- although it is also possible that these two men began their 
tected commentaries were ad hoc interpretive aids by or careers later or progressed more slowly through the 
for students which were not intended to be retained, unlike advanced levels of training (both of them hold the full title of 
copied commentaries which were part of the body of profes- asipu on several tablets). 
sional knowledge transmitted from one generation to the 
next. 
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• They are designated with one of two labels frequently associated with a pedagogical setting: 
malsutu PN, "reading of PN",51 or im-gid-da, "long tablet".52 
• There are errors in the manuscript, or a note by the scribe which suggests a struggling or 
inexperienced writer.53 
• The colophon is brief and contains neither ownership nor copying statements.54 
Although none of these features is in itself a wholly reliable indicator of a pedagogical context, when 
tablets exhibit clusters of them, the probability increases that we are dealing with the work of trainee 
or less experienced scribes. All ten of the tablets in this group show at least two of these features, and 
most exhibit three or more. As pedagogical exercises which for the most part are interpretive aids 
completed by students to enhance or demonstrate their own understanding of core reference works, 
these tablets were probably not intended to be kept for permanent reference or for circulation 
outside the teaching context; it is natural, therefore, that they would not be protected. Meanwhile, 
copies of core texts by established professionals or more advanced trainees were intended to function 
as reference works in themselves, and/or to form part of the future copying tradition. They received 
more elaborate colophons, with copying statements to guarantee their authenticity and textual 
history, and ownership statements and protective formulae to guarantee the restricted dissemination 
of their contents. 
As the elision between "professionals" and "more advanced trainees" in the previous paragraph 
indicates, the correlation between pedagogical exercises and an absence of protective formulae is not 
absolute. Some of the protected tablets in the Sangu-Ninurta collection were also written/owned by 
self-identified "junior" dsipus, while at least two of the tablets which received protective formulae 
are marked malsutu Anu-iksur.55 However, we should not expect absolute correlation here. In an 
intellectual environment where much of the actual copying of tablets seems to have been done by 
younger scholars under the supervision of more senior mentors or colleagues, the line between 
pedagogy and professional practice is inevitably blurred.56 Advanced trainees" might be called upon 
to produce reference copies, while all students would presumably have needed to practice copying 
and composing protective formulae as well as other colophon elements; these factors may explain 
the "junior" scribes on protected tablets and the protective formulae on tablets which show signs of 
being exercises. Moreover, although we know little about the workings of advanced training in 
asiputu or the other scholarly disciplines, it is safe to assume that the acquisition of specialist 
professional knowledge and skills did not happen overnight. It is likely that "junior" status covered 
51
 SpTU 1, 31; 32; 49; 50; 72; 83; SpTU 3, 99; 100. The 
exact nuances of malsutu are still unclear (for recent discus-
sions see Frahm 2010: 167-68,178-79; Frahm 2011: 52). It is 
likely that the term is used to cover a range of scholarly 
activities; when used with a number and the name of a series 
(e.g. "56th malsutu of Summa Alu"), it seems to refer to a 
standardised section of the text, while its use with personal 
names suggests a more informal or personal act of "reading" 
or study. This semantic range does not necessitate a peda-
gogical framework, but since malsutu frequently occurs on 
tablets where scribes appear with no professional title or 
are described as "junior" or "apprentice", it is often taken 
as indicative of a pedagogical context (cf. Hunger 1976: 13; 
Gesche2001:214; Frahm 2010:178; Geller2010: 137-38). In 
the formula "malsutu PN", opinions vary as to whether 
the name indicates the student, completing a "reading" or 
"lesson" (Hunger 1976: 13; Gesche 2001:214), or the teacher 
("lecture of PN": Geller 2010: 137-38). If Hunger is correct 
to suggest that the Sangu-Ninurta tablets marked malsutu 
Anu-iksur show a variety of hands (1976: 11-12), this might 
support the latter interpretation, but the fact that Anu-iksur 
usually appears as "junior" or without a title in these tablets 
would seem to suggest that he himself is the student. A dedi-
cated study of malsutu tablets may clarify the issue; either 
way, it is reasonable to take the term as one indicator of 
pedagogy. 
52
 SpTU 1, 43; SpTU 5, 231. im-gid-da is clear in SpTU 1, 
43; in SpTU 5, 231 von Weiher restores only [im m] but there 
is space for 4 signs. Like malsutu, im-gid-da is not only used 
of curricular tablets, but these two tablets also contain errors 
and were written by unqualified or junior scribes. On 
the meanings of im-gid-da see Beaulieu 1992; Gesche 2001: 
49-50; Lenzi 2008: 150-54; Frahm 2011: 29. 
"Errors : SpTU 1, 43; SpTU 5, 231; note suggesting a 
struggling scribe: SpTU 1, 32 (ul amur; cf. Frahm 2011: 40 
and n. 148). 
54
 Colophons tended to become more elaborate at more 
advanced levels of scholarship. For example, most of the 
60 or so medical training exercises from the Bel-remanni 
archive published in Finkel 2000 lack colophons altogether, 
and in only one tablet (one of the most advanced) is an 
individual named in the colophon. These tablets, although 
examples of Fachausbildung, attest a lower level of compe-
tence than those considered in the present study; the 
majority are short extracts, with rough handwriting and 
various errors. 
55
 Appendix Table E: Colophons 2 and 4 ("junior"); 
Colophons 4 and 6 (malsutu; also restored by Frahm in 
Colophon 5). 
56
 On the "career path" in Late Babylonian Uruk whereby 
younger men appear as "scribe" and older scholars as 
"owner", see further Pearce and Doty 2000: 336; Ossendri-
jver2011. 
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a process lasting many months or even years, whose interim stages we cannot detect among undated 
tablets like those of the Sangu-Ninurta corpus. The asipu sehrutu who wrote the unprotected 
commentaries with their simple colophons may have been at the beginning of their professional 
training, while those responsible for protected copies of core professional texts were nearing the end. 
It is also possible that thematic and pedagogical considerations were not the only ones which 
determined the presence or absence of protective formulae. As obliquely indicated several times 
above, another factor which separates the majority of the protected tablets from those that did not 
receive formulae is that most of the former are copies of the core works which formed the primary 
knowledge-base for dsiputu, while the latter tend to be works of secondary scholarship which did not 
themselves belong to the copying tradition: commentaries, extracts or other works written as ad hoc 
interpretive or professional aids which seem to have been designed for personal or time-limited 
usage. Since hermeneutic exercises formed an important part of training, it is difficult to distinguish 
whether the status of the scribe or the status of the material is more salient; likely both have a role 
to play. The key seems to be that these 10 unprotected tablets, unlike those that were protected, do 
not appear to have been written for permanent retention or designed to function as part of a reference 
collection. 
This leaves us with three more unprotected tablets which contain material from core reference 
works connected with dsiputu but do not appear to be pedagogical exercises. Since the numbers are 
so small we may simply be dealing with natural deviations from the norm, but it is worth speculating 
slightly further, as it is also possible that we can trace here the first hint of a phenomenon that we 
will see reflected more strongly in the Ekur-zakir corpora: intellectual change. These three tablets 
contain material which, on the model proposed here, we might have expected to be protected: 
bilingual incantations and two copies of the royal purification ritual Bit Rimki, "Bath House", 
which is listed by name in the Handbook.51 This leads to an important consideration. SpTU 5, 231 
seems to be an almost exact parallel to KAR 44, which was written centuries earlier in very different 
intellectual and socio-political circumstances.58 It is highly likely that both theoretical and practical 
aspects of the asipu's craft underwent alteration during the intervening period, with further variations 
due to the different locus of scholarship (royal court versus temple). Indeed, Jean has shown how 
few of the compositions listed in the Handbook are attested in Late Babylonian Uruk, especially in 
comparison with the collections of earlier first millennium asipus.59 Although the Handbook was still 
copied and considered relevant, some of the compositions within it may not have been available to 
the Uruk asipus. Others survived but were no longer as integral to the discipline as they had once 
been, while new works had been created but would not be added to the list, due to the respect paid 
to the transmitted text. 
In this light it is interesting that Bit Rimki is one of the unprotected compositions from the 
Handbook at Uruk. Unlike their Neo-Assyrian counterparts, the asipus of Achaemenid and Seleucid 
Uruk were unlikely to be called to assist with purification at the royal court. The ritual was clearly 
still copied, but perhaps was not protected because it was no longer part of the active core of 
knowledge on which asipus prided themselves. Indeed, there are no copies of Bit Rimki at all among 
the later third- and second-century tablets from Uruk. Of course this may all be due to the haphazard 
distribution of what survives, but it is also possible that we have here an illustration of the way in 
which, over time, compositions lost applicability and status and eventually ceased to be copied 
altogether. 
In the Sangu-Ninurta corpus, there is no more than a hint of this process. The presence of the 
Handbook among their tablets, and the fact that the vast majority of their protected texts fall under 
its rubrics, shows that they were working, and locating themselves, within the traditional domains 
57SpTU4,128;SpTU3,66;SpTU4,127. BitRimkiinthe 59Jean 2006: 165, although there are omissions in her 
Handbook: KAR 44, o.ll, probably to be restored in SpTU table: Bit Rimki, Bit Meseri, Ardat-lili incantations, nam-
5, 231 o.ll. burbu rituals, su-il-la prayers, Sa-gig and Sa-gig-ga are 
58
 The close parallelism between the Neo-Assyrian and attested at Uruk, many of them listed by Jean in the preced-
Uruk versions is, however, unsurprising given the other ing pages (163-64). Nonetheless, the contrast with earlier 
evidence for the enduring influence of Assyrian scholarship first-millennium collections is still significant, 
in later first-millennium Uruk (on which see Beaulieu 2010). 
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of asiputu which went back for centuries. Some 100 years later, however, we see not only a 
confirmation of the close links between protective formulae and professional identity, but also 
further signs of the changes which were to transform the work of at least some asipus before the end 
of cuneiform scholarship at Uruk. 
ii) Reinterpretation and innovation: Iqisaya and Istar-suma-eres. The distribution of protective 
formulae among the tablets owned and written by Ekur-zakir asipus at the end of the fourth century 
B.C. supports the trends identified for the Sangu-Ninurtas.60 We have a total of 47 tablets, of which 
five are too broken to affirm or deny the existence of a protective colophon.61 Fifteen tablets are 
definitely protected (their colophons are edited in Appendix, Table F). Unfortunately one is a 
fragment which only contains the colophon, so the composition to which it was attached is 
unknown.62 Twelve of the remaining 14 can be assigned to the professional domain of aSiputu— 
although a somewhat different asiputu from that of the Sangu-Ninurta collection—using the criteria 
already identified: 
• Four tablets containing incantations or associated rituals, from Usburruda and Mussu'u and 
against the demons Pazuzu and Ardat-lili (Colophons 18-21). 
• Three copies of or commentaries on terrestrial omen series (Colophons 22-24). 
• One namburbu ritual (Colophon 25). 
• Two tablets connected with building rituals in which the asipu participated (Colophons 
26-27).63 
• One calendar text including rituals for Du'uzu, a month listed in the Handbook (Colophon 
28).64 
• One tablet from the medical fumigation series Qutaru (Colophon 29). 
This leaves two tablets. One is a hymn to Inana/Istar (Colophon 30), perhaps protected because of 
its theological significance locally, even though Istar had by this time been supplanted by Anu and 
Antu as principal deity of Uruk. We will return to the other below. 
Patterns among the unprotected tablets help to reinforce the link between professional expertise 
and protective measures. The 25 unprotected tablets with colophons sufficiently well-preserved to 
permit analysis break down into two main groups.65 As in the Sangu-Ninurta corpus, the first group 
comprises tablets which were probably not designed to be preserved or used for reference. Many can 
be connected with training, like the malsutu tablets of Anu-iksur—eleven can be assigned with 
relative confidence to this category, although the true number may be higher.66 To these we may add 
four tablets which were written by titled scholars and contain excerpts from the major omen series. 
Such excerpts, nishu, unlike copies of the series proper, are not usually protected by Uruk scribes, 
and perhaps were not intended to form part of a permanent reference collection.67 Again, a distinction 
between reference copies of core texts and extracts or commentaries seems to be in play here; the 
same may be the case for the unprotected tablet BRM 4,20, an enigmatic composition which equates 
certain rituals with constellations and then continues with a commentary on what is apparently a 
different base text.68 
60
 Appendix, Tables B and F. I include here six illicitly 
excavated tablets owned by Iqisaya or Istar-suma-eres, and 
omit two third-century SpTU tablets which are included 
with the later illicitly excavated tablets—see Appendix, n. 2. 
61
 SpTU 2, 18; SpTU 4, 133; 159; 188; SpTU 5, 240. 
62
 Table F, Colophon 32. 
63
 Although temple building rituals are primarily con-
nected with the kalus, the brick ritual mentioned in SpTU 4, 
141 o.4 appears in the Handbook (SpTU 5, 231 o.2). 
64
 Cf. SpTU 5, 231 o. 5. The very similar tablet SpTU 3, 
105, a calendar text for Arahsamnu, is not protected; this 
tablet may be an exercise, since Iqisaya does not have a title 
here (cf. n. 66), but it is also the case that Arahsamnu is not 
one of the months listed in the Handbook, so the lack of 
protective formula may be to do with professional relevance. 
65
 In SpTU 2, 39 and SpTU 3, 65 the beginning or middle 
of the colophon is lost. 
66
 In addition to malsutu commentaries (in which the 
scribe is also often "junior" or without a title), I have 
included tablets in which the brief colophons and the scribe's 
lack of titles or identification as junior may point towards a 
training exercise, malsutu: SpTU 1, 90; SpTU 4, 162; TCL 6, 
17. No titles: SpTU 1, 69; SpTU 2, 2; 5; 21; 35; SpTU 3, 105; 
SpTU 4, 162; TCL 6, 17; sehru: SpTU 3, 91. 
67
 SpTU 2, 32; 33; 34 (Summa Alu excerpts); TCL 6, 9 
(omens of the akitu festival). One nishu tablet, SpTU 3, 97, 
appears among those with protective colophons. Excerpts 
may have been part of training (especially in the case of 
excerpt series which entered the copying tradition) or ad hoc 
extracts by scholars. 
68
 On this tablet, see Frahm 2011: 31 and 128, with bibli-
ography. 
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Parallel to the mathematical tablets in the Sangu-Ninurta corpus, a second group of six tablets 
contains material unrelated to the traditional role of the asipu as defined above: zodiacal astrology, 
and lexical and extispicy texts. On the model proposed here we would not expect these to receive 
protective measures, and they do not.69 However, the presence at all of some of these types of text, 
which do not occur in the Sangu-Ninurta corpus, suggests a shift in intellectual interests which is 
borne out among the other unprotected and protected tablets. 
As noted above, the protected tablets owned by IqTsaya and his son do not overlap completely in 
content with those of their predecessors. While namburbu rituals and various incantation texts occur 
in both corpora, conspicuous by their absence among the Ekur-zakir tablets are the medical 
compositions which formed the core of the Sangu-Ninurta protected collection, in particular Sa-gig 
and its commentaries. In fact, only one copy of Sa-gig can be definitely attributed to the Ekur-zakirs, 
compared with at least 11 Sangu-Ninurta copies.70 Furthermore, that single tablet is unprotected, 
along with two others which also contain asiputu texts as defined by the traditional model: 
physiognomic omens and an incantation ritual.71 The numbers are so small as to make any inference 
tentative, but here we perhaps have a glimpse of a similar process to that which we postulated for 
Bit Rimki in the Sangu-Ninurta collection. It may not be too fanciful to see in the fourth-century 
Ekur-zakirs' tablets signs of a move away from some aspects of traditional medicine, especially given 
the family's interest in the new discipline of zodiacal astrology, which could lead to alternative 
means of diagnosis and treatment.72 Although these new bodies of knowledge were not yet of 
core importance to the dsipus' professional activity, they may have facilitated or accompanied a 
re-examination of traditional theory and practice by which some of the older diagnostic tools, 
including medical and other terrestrial omens, were reinterpreted (one reason for the proliferation 
of Late Babylonian commentaries on these series) or replaced. 
Into this context of reinterpretation we may fit the final protected tablet among the Ekur-zakir 
collection, which is of a type we would not have expected an asipu to protect: a copy of so-called dub 
ha-la omens from the extispicy series Bdrutu.73 Not only was liver divination never the preserve of 
the dsipus, it was no longer an organised discipline by this period, and indeed the Sangu-Ninurtas a 
century before seem not to have used the Bdrutu series at all. Why, then, were IqTsaya and his son, 
who also owned another part of the series, interested in it?74 One of the other tablets written by 
IqTsaya may provide the key. SpTU 4, 159 contains a text which links ominous areas of the liver to 
zodiacal constellations. It seems as if we have here an attempt to revive or reinterpret a practically 
obsolete, yet antique and therefore high status tradition by mapping it onto a new discipline which 
was rapidly growing in prominence and in which, as we have seen, the Ekur-zakir dsipus were 
beginning to invest: zodiacal astrology. As Babylonian intellectual activity was transformed by the 
rise of the zodiac and mathematical astronomy, the following centuries were to see various 
experiments in reinterpretation and synthesis of this type, such as texts which connected magical 
stones and plants with degrees of the zodiac. Already one of the Ekur-zakirs' other protected tablets, 
the calendar text SpTU 3, 104 (Colophon 28) links zodiacal astrology to the ritual calendar, as does 
the unprotected SpTU 3, 105.75 Although the bulk of their protected tablets still fall within the 
69
 Zodiacal astrology (nb. Enuma Anu Ellil appears in the SpTU 3, 104 and SpTU 3, 105 are further witnesses to the 
ASipu's Handbook, so traditional astrology could be part of Ekur-zakirs' developing interest in celestial phenomena. 
asiputu, although we see no sign of it among the Sangu- This sign of "Hellenistic tastes" and the contrast with the 
Ninurta tablets): SpTU 1, 94; 96; SpTU 2, 43; SpTU 5, 265. interests of earlier asipus are also remarked by Jean 2006: 
Some of these are labelled im-gid-da and may be exercise 162. No astrological texts, zodiacal or otherwise, are attested 
tablets, but the use of titles and ethnics invites caution. in the Sangu-Ninurta corpus. 
Lexical: SpTU 2, 51; extispicy: SpTU 1, 80. 73 Appendix Table F, Colophon 31. 
70
 SpTU 2, 44. There are around 20 medical tablets with- 74 The other tablet is SpTU 1, 80 which, although it does 
out colophons from the house which cannot be definitely not contain a recognisable protective formula and is classed 
attributed to either family; Clancier (2009: 387 ff.) assigns as "unprotected", has the enigmatic series of signs LA-LA-
most to the Sangu-Ninurtas. LA at the end of the colophon. The same set of signs may 
71
 SpTU 4, 150; SpTU 5, 245. occur on several of the Res tablets, e.g. BaM. Beih. 2, 90 
72
 Iatromathematics certainly became an important disci- and 103 (where the "verso" seems to contain a colophon), 
pline in the broader Hellenistic world. Apart from the tablets Perhaps this represents some kind of protective mechanism, 
listed in n. 69, the equation of constellations with rituals in 75 Robson 2011: 568. On SpTU 3, 105 cf. n. 64. 
BRM 4, 20 and the use of the zodiac in the calendar texts 
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traditional sphere occupied by the Sangu-Ninurtas, Iqisaya and his son are also the forerunners of 
the Hellenistic dsipus, many of whom would look increasingly towards the heavens. 
iii) Hellenistic interdisciplinarity: asiputu in the age of celestial inquiry16. In this and the following 
sections we move from the private house Ue XVIII to the Res temple, the likely source of both 
provenanced and unprovenanced texts belonging to the Seleucid dsipus and kalus. Here the 
proportion of training texts seems to be much smaller, which enables us to highlight more clearly the 
link between the respective professions and their protected corpora. However, since a typology for 
training exercises in astronomical material is not well-established, identifying different levels of 
expertise is difficult here, and distinctions are relative rather than absolute. Some tablets where 
various criteria suggest a more junior writer will be indicated, but this is likely to be an underestimate. 
Ekur-zakir dsipus appear as owner, scribe or both in the colophons of 33 tablets from the third 
and early second centuries.77 The content of both protected and unprotected tablets provides striking 
testimony to the continuation of the intellectual changes which we identified as nascent in the fifth 
and fourth centuries: nearly half are astronomical or astrological, while Bdrutu texts make up the 
next largest group (nine tablets), illustrating the revival of the series or some of its parts among these 
scholars. The distribution of protective formulae also bears witness to the changes, with the content 
of the eight protected tablets now split between traditional asiputu and the new areas of interest as 
follows (colophons edited in Appendix, Table G): 
• Two tablets related to ritual activity: New Year rituals and a hymn to Anu (Colophons 
33-34). 
• Two tablets dealing with terrestrial omen series—Summa Izbu and Bdrutu (Colophons 
35-36). 
• One tablet of traditional astrology (Enuma Anu Ellil, Colophon 37). 
• Two tablets of mathematical astronomy (Colophons 38-39). 
• One calendar text using the zodiac (Colophon 40). 
There are no medical tablets, although this may be due to the different intellectual context.78 It is 
tempting to conclude from the protected texts alone that the new celestial sciences and Bdrutu had 
become a central part of the knowledge connected with asiputu. However, an examination of the 
unprotected tablets suggests that the situation is more complex, for the majority of these—14 out of 
20 tablets—also contain material relating to Bdrutu, mathematical astronomy or zodiacal astrology.79 
Have we at last run up against the fabled inconsistency of the protective colophons? 
I do not believe so. In this case we need to look for coherence at the level of the individual 
practitioner, and to make more of a distinction between owner and scribe. While each of the corpora 
from Ue XVIII were dominated by only two scholars, and owner and scribe came from the same 
family and profession, at least nine different individuals, including members of other families, were 
involved in the creation of the tablets owned and/or written by the Seleucid Ekur-zakirs. It is natural 
that the material will be less homogeneous given the various specialisms and individual interests 
involved. When we group the tablets according to their owner and scribe, greater clarity emerges 
(Table 1, overleaf). 
A number of apparent inconsistencies are now resolved. First of all, the owner of the protected 
Bdrutu copy turns out to be from the Ahi'utu family; the Ekur-zakir link here is through the scribe. 
The owner was not an dsipu, and perhaps had different scholarly interests which led to the use of the 
76
 Following Rochberg, I use the terms "celestial inquiry" 
and "celestial science" to cover the different but intercon-
nected components of Mesopotamian study of the heavens 
that fall into different modern categories. On the integration 
of astronomical and astrological material in Mesopotamian 
celestial science and for a justification of the use of "science" 
in this context, see Rochberg 2004: 11-43. 
77
 Appendix, Table C. 
78
 Although it is often stated that there is little difference 
in the composition of private and temple collections in Uruk, 
compared with those from Ue XVIII the temple tablets 
reflect a not unexpected focus on ritual, as opposed to diag-
nosis or healing. Cf. Jursa 1999: 29-30 for such a distinction 
between cultic activities and "freelance" magical-medical 
work among the dsipus. 
79
 Appendix, Table C. Five broken tablets where it is 
impossible to be certain about the presence of protective for-
mulae are excluded from consideration: ACT 300, 601, 651, 
803 and UCP 9: 398 ff. 
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TABLE 1: Protected and unprotected Ekur-zakir tablets, by owner and scribe 80 
Tablet 
BRM 4, 7 
UVB 15,37 
SpTU 1,2 
BRM 4, 8 
TCL 6, 19 
K. 3753 
BRM 4, 13 
TCL 6, 2 
TCL 6, 3 
TCL 6, 4 
TCL 6, 35 
BRM 4, 12 
TCL 6, 16 
TCL 6, 5 
ACT 101 
ACT 163 
ACT 171 
ACT 600 
TCL 6, 15+ 
TCL 6, 7 
SpTU 4, 157 
TCL 6, 1 
ACT 501 
ACT 702 
TCL 6, 39 
TCL 6, 38 
TCL 6, 10 
ACT 161 
Description 
New year rituals 
Hymn/prayer to Sin 
Chronicle (Sulgi) 
Bilingual hymn to Anu 
Astrological weather forecasts 
Calendar text (astrological) 
Barutu 
Barutu 
Barutu 
Barutu 
Erimfyus 
Barutu 
Enuma Anu Ellil 56 
Barutu 
Lunar ephemeris: new moons 
Lunar auxiliary table: full 
moons 
Lunar auxiliary table: full 
moons 
Planetary ephemeris: Jupiter 
Enuma Anu Ellil catalogue 
Barutu 
Barutu 
Barutu 
Planetary auxiliary table: 
Mars 
Planetary ephemeris: Saturn 
New year rituals 
Daily offerings 
Summa Izbu varia 
Lunar auxiliary table: full 
moons 
Owner 
Anu-alja-usabsi 
s. Kidin-Anu 
Anu-alia-usabsi 
s. Kidin-Anu 
Anu-alia-usabsi 
s. Kidin-Anu 
Anu-alia-usabsi 
s. Kidin-Anu 
Anu-aha-usabsi 
s. Kidin-Anu 
Anu-afra-usabsi 
s. Kidin-Anu 
Nidinti-Anu 
s. Anu-belsunu 
Nidinti-Anu 
s. Anu-belsunu 
Nidinti-Anu 
s. Anu-belsunu 
Nidinti-Anu 
s. Anu-belsunu 
Nidinti-Anu 
s. Anu-belsunu 
Nidinti-Anu 
s. Anu-belsunu 
Nidinti-Anu 
s. Anu-belsunu 
Nidinti-Anu 
s. Anu-belsunu 
Ina-qibTt-Anu 
s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
Samas-etir 
s. Ina-qibit-Anu 
Samas-etir 
s. Ina-qibit-Anu 
Samas-etir 
s. Ina-qibTt-Anu 
Anu-alia-iddin 
s. Nidinti-Anu 
X s. X d. Ekur-zakir 
X s. X d. Ekur-zakir 
Anu-balassu-iqbi 
s. Anu-aha-ittannu d. 
Alji'utu 
Anu-aba-uter s. 
Anu-belsunu 
d. Sin-leqi-unninni 
[Anu-aba-uter s.] 
Anu-belsunu 
d. Sin-leqi-unninni 
Anu-uballit 
s. Nidinti-Anu d. 
Hunzu 
= scribe 
Xs . Xd. X 
X s. X d. X 
Scribe 
Anu-balassu-iqbi 
s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
Anu-balassu-iqbi 
s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
Anu-balassu-iqbi 
s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
Anu-usallim 
s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
Ina-qibTt-Anu 
s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
Anu-aha-usabsi 
s. Ina-qibit-Anu 
Anu-ajia-usabsi 
s. Ina-qibTt-Anu 
Anu-aha-usabsi 
s. Ina-qibTt-Anu 
Anu-aha-usabsi 
s. Ina-qibTt-Anu 
Anu-aha-usabsi 
s. Ina-qibTt-Anu 
Anu-uballit 
s. Nidinti-Anu d. Hunzu 
Anu-uballit 
s. Nidinti-Anu d. Hunzu 
Ina-qibTt-Anu 
s. Nidinti-Anu d. Hunzu 
Anu-alja-usabsi 
s. Ina-qibTt-Anu 
Anu-aba-uter s. Anu-belsunu 
d. Sin-leqi-unninni 
Anu-aba-uter s. Anu-belsunu 
d. Sin-leqi-unninni 
Anu-aba-uter s. Anu-belsunu 
d. Sin-leqi-unninni 
= owner 
X s. Ina-qibit-Anu 
Sa-Anu-issu 
s. Istar-suma-eres 
Nidinti-Anu s. Anu-belsunu 
Anu-uballit s. Ina-qibTt-Anu 
[Anu-uballit 
s.] Ina-qibTt-Anu 
Samas-etir s. Ina-qibit-Anu 
Samas-etir s. Ina-qibit-Anu 
Nidinti-Anu s. Anu-belsunu 
X s. X s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
80
 "s." = "son of; "d." = "descendant of (descendant of Ekur-zakir if not otherwise stated). 
Prot.? 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
Y 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
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protective formula on the tablet written for him; all the Barutu copies owned by Ekur-zakirs are 
unprotected.81 Thus, although the asipus were interested in the series, as a rule among copies they 
owned they did not protect it—no inconsistency, or dramatic shift, here. Another apparent 
inconsistency is in the treatment of New Year rituals: BRM 4, 7 and TCL 6, 39 contain very similar 
material but the former is protected and the latter is not. Although TCL 6, 39 was owned by an 
individual from the Hunzu rather than Ekur-zakir family, he was also an dSipu, so we cannot invoke 
different professional specialisms as an explanation here. However, in this case a closer look at the 
content of the two texts reveals an important difference. BRM 4, 7 relates a part of the akitu festival 
which involves the asipus at every stage; in contrast, the rituals of TCL 6, 39 do mention the asipus 
occasionally but the dominant cultic personnel here are the kalus, diviners and musicians. Once 
more, the text with the stronger connection to the asipus' professional specialism is the one which is 
protected. This trend is borne out by the other tablets. Omens from or similar to Summa Izbu, New 
Year rituals and a hymn to Anu are protected, all of which are more closely connected with the 
Ekur-zakirs' duties as Uruk asipus than the astrological weather forecasts, literary and lexical texts 
and hymn to Sin which are left unprotected. 
TCL 6, 38, written by Samas-etir and containing information on daily offerings in Uruk, is 
another apparent exception and an interesting case, since its colophon is very unusual. The first 
atypical feature is the description of the source from which the tablet was copied. While various 
tablets are labelled as containing material "in the domain o f a certain profession, this original was 
apparently rather encyclopaedic, containing: 
.. .the rites of Anutu, the purification rituals and rites of kingship, including the purification rituals for 
the gods of the Res, Irigal and Eanna and (other) temples of Uruk; the activities of the asipus, kalus and 
cultic singers and all the scholars who are after the.. .not forgetting everything that concerns an apprentice 
scholar.82 
The purpose of this hyperbolic claim becomes clear when we read on. The colophon states that this 
writing board itself was a copy of original tablets which had been looted from Uruk centuries 
previously and taken to Elam. There, a recent ancestor of the scribe had seen and copied them in the 
early Seleucid period, bringing back the copies to Uruk. This is usually treated as fictional 
autobiography, although it is possible that an early Seleucid scribe could have travelled east and 
discovered looted tablets, just as modern archaeologists found much looted material at Susa. In any 
case, the narrative must be recounted to glorify the scribe's family. Yet why the exceptional colophon, 
and why not protect a tablet which contained cultic material of direct relevance to the professional 
activity of the asipul One explanation suggests itself which would account for both. TCL 6, 38 has 
no separate owner listed, and the scribe, Samas-etir, does not have a title. There is also no date, or 
copying statement ("written and checked"). These features, the excursus into family history, and the 
unexpected stress on the apprentice ("not forgetting everything which concerns the apprentice 
scholar") combine to suggest that this tablet was written by Samas-etir at an earlier part of his 
training, like many of the unprotected tablets belonging to his fourth-century relatives. We would 
not then expect a protective formula, although a great deal of pride in his family's scholarly 
reputation (or the reputation he was seeking to construct) is certainly in evidence. 
So far, all this is quite similar to the situation we found in the earlier Ekur-zakir corpus, and 
conforms to our proposed model: the material of core relevance to the owner's professional interests 
is what was protected. The real change is with the celestial sciences, traditional and non-traditional. 
These now loom large among the protected tablets, but may still seem, based on Table 1 alone, to 
be treated rather inconsistently. Not every scholar protected all, or any, of the astrological or 
astronomical material he owned or wrote, nor did all scholars protect the same types of text. For 
example, Nidinti-Anu and Ina-qibTt-Anu owned unprotected copies ofEnuma Anu Ellil and a lunar 
ephemeris, while similar tablets belonging to Anu-aha-iddin, Anu-aha-usabsi and Samas-etir were 
protected. 
811 do not include as protected SpTU 4, 157. Here, in the clause containing a protective formula. If one does take this 
last line of the reverse, before the colophon which is on the tablet as protected it does not disrupt the general trends 
lower edge, the phrase "secret of extispicy" qualifying dub identified here, 
ha-la seems to be part of the title, and there is no verbal 82 TCL 6, 38 r. 44-46. 
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TABLE 2: Celestial science within the Ekur-zakir corpus. 
Tablet 
K. 3753 
TCL 6, 19 
ACT 101 
TCL 6, 16 
ACT 163 
ACT 171 
ACT 600 
TCL 6, 15+ 
Description 
Calendar text (astrological) 
Astrological weather forecasts 
Lunar ephemeris: new moons 
Enuma Anu Ellil 56 
Lunar auxiliary table: full moons 
Lunar auxiliary table: full moons 
Planetary ephemeris: Jupiter 
Enuma Anu Ellil catalogue 
Owner 
* * Anu-aha-usabsi 
s. Kidin-Anu 
*Anu-alia-usabsi 
s. Kidin-Anu 
Ina-qibit-Anu 
s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
Nidinti-Anu 
s. Anu-belsunu 
** Samas-etir 
s. Ina-qibit-Anu 
* Samas-etir 
s. Ina-qibit-Anu 
* Samas-etir 
s. Ina-qibit-Anu 
Anu-aha-iddin 
s. Nidinti-Anu 
Scribe 
*Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
Ina-qibit-Anu 
s. Anu-aha-usabsi 
Anu-aha-usabsi 
s. Ina-qibit-Anu 
Anu-uballit s. Nidinti-Anu 
d. Hunzu 
* Anu-aba-uter s. Anu-belsunu 
d. Sin-leqi-unninni 
** Anu-aba-uter s. Anu-belsunu 
d. Sin-leqi-unninni 
* Anu-aba-uter s. Anu-belsunu 
d. Sin-leqi-unninni 
[* * Anu-aha-usabsi] 
Prot.? 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
Y 
Y 
In fact this is not a coincidence. While all five men were dsipus, the latter three also held another 
title which Nidinti-Anu and Ina-qibit-Anu did not possess: tupsar Enuma Anu Ellil, "scribe of (the 
celestial omen series) Enuma Anu Ellil", which identifies them as experts in what we would call 
astronomy and astrology.83 In Late Babylonian Uruk, this title is held by a number of individuals 
whose primary occupation was asipu or kalu; it was a specialism which cut across familial and 
professional lines, which explains the apparently inconsistent treatment of astronomical and 
astrological texts by the Ekur-zakirs. Once we take into consideration their differing expertise in this 
area, the distribution of protective formulae is much more comprehensible. Table 2 lists the tablets 
relating to celestial science which belonged to the Ekur-zakirs; individuals known to have held the 
title tupsar Enuma Anu Ellil are indicated by one star, and those identified as such on the tablet in 
question by two stars.84 
As the table illustrates, all the astrological and astronomical tablets marked with protective 
formulae were owned and/or written by celestial specialists. We will return to the question of why 
specialists did not protect all such material in the discussion of the Sin-leqi-unninni tablets below, 
but it is possible to make a few comments here about the two unprotected astrological and 
astronomical tablets which did belong to Ekur-zakir scribes of Enuma Anu Ellil: TCL 6, 19 
(astrological weather forecasts, owned by Anu-aha-usabsi), and ACT 163 (a lunar auxiliary table, 
owned by Samas-etir and written by Anu-aba-uter). 
In the case of TCL 6,19, we have already noted that weather forecasts were less closely connected 
with Anu-aha-usabsi's cultic duties than some of his other tablets, and the same explanation may 
remain relevant here. The Ekur-zakirs were dsipus first, celestial scholars second, and they may have 
guarded most closely the aspects of their new area of competence which were of most use to the old. 
Charting the movements of celestial bodies which were believed to have ominous significance would 
perhaps have been of greater relevance for diagnostic and therapeutic aspects of the dsipus art than 
the astrological weather forecasts. 
This leaves ACT 163, which at first glance presents a problem—it is a lunar auxiliary table, just 
like the protected ACT 171, and both tablets were owned and written by Samas-etir and Anu-
aba-uter, both celestial specialists. Here, however, an explanation may be found in context rather 
than content. ACT 163 is the only one among the surviving tablets Anu-aba-uter wrote for Samas-
etir (to whom he was apprenticed for instruction in celestial subjects) where he does not hold any 
83
 On the tupsar Enuma Anu Ellil see McEwan 1981: 16; 84 To avoid repetition, tablets written by Ekur-zakirs for 
Rochberg 1993, 2000; Van Driel 2002: 98; Boiy 2004: 268; Sin-leqi-unninnis are discussed in Section iv) below (they are 
272-73; Beaulieu 2006. listed in both families' corpora in the Appendix). 
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professional title, either as kalu or tupsar Enuma Anu EMI. On the other three tablets, which are 
probably later than ACT 163 and at least two of which are protected (the other is broken), Anu-
aba-uter always has one or more titles; moreover, two of the other tablets are dated, whereas ACT 
163 is not. This tablet may therefore represent an earlier stage in his training, which might explain 
the absence of a protective colophon.85 
Overall, then, there is no inconsistency, merely patterns created by the opposing forces of tradition 
and innovation. While some Ekur-zakir asipus continued to focus on and protect the types of text 
associated with traditional asiputu, those who also qualified as tupSar Enuma Anu Ellil combined 
their traditional knowledge of the discipline with a specialism in Hellenistic celestial science, and 
took pains to guard the knowledge of their secondary area of expertise also. The case of astronomy 
and astrology turns out to be the apparent exception that proves the link between professional 
expertise and protection. 
iv) Lamentation and lunar theory: the Sin-leqi-unninni kalus. Contemporaries of, and in some cases 
collaborators with, the Seleucid Ekur-zakirs were the Sin-leqi-unninni kalus, whose tablets form the 
final set for our case study. Tablets from both authorised and illicit excavations will be drawn upon 
here, since they involve the same set of individuals; it should be borne in mind, however, that some 
of these tablets probably belonged to different collections in antiquity.86 
Unfortunately, many of the Sin-leqi-unninni tablets are severely damaged, leaving us with 29 
tablets which can definitely be classed as protected or unprotected.87 In analysing these we are in a 
more difficult position than with asiputu, since we have no "handbook" for kaliltu by which to judge 
a given composition's relevance to the discipline, and must depend to a greater extent on indications 
within texts or inferences based on our general knowledge of the kalus' role from other sources.88 
To avoid repetition of tablets from the previous section, only the 24 tablets owned by Sin-
leqi-unninni kalus will be considered here.89 However, this is by no means intended to imply that the 
owner's professional identity is always more relevant than that of the scribe for understanding the 
protective formulae, especially in cases where the two have different familial or professional 
affiliations. The relative influence of owner and scribe on colophon elements in general is an issue 
that deserves further investigation, but both seem have a role to play in explaining the distribution 
of the protective colophons. For example, as we saw above, in the case of the protected Barutu tablet 
written by Nidinti-Anu for Anu-balassu-iqbi of the Ah'iutu family, the fact that the owner was 
not an dsipu may have determined the application of a protective formula.90 Meanwhile, with the 
Ekur-zakir celestial tablets the identity of the scribe may have been more salient: those which bear 
protective formulae were always written, but not always owned, by celestial specialists. 
Six of the seven protected tablets owned by Sin-leqi-unninnis fall neatly into two categories which 
Beaulieu associates with their profession: texts directly connected with their ritual activity, and texts 
connected with celestial phenomena (colophons in Appendix, Table H).91 The first group comprises: 
• Two copies of the kettledrum ritual, performed by the kalus during lunar eclipses (Colophons 
41-42). 
• One lamentation (Colophon 43). 
85
 It may also be relevant that ACT 163 is a less complex 
auxiliary table than ACT 171. 
86
 Clancier suggests that the ACT tablets formed a sepa-
rate collection at the Res, accessible to both Ekur-zakirs and 
Sin-leqi-unninnis (2009: 79; 101). 
87
 Appendix, Table D lists all tablets attributable to the 
Sin-leqi-unninni family on the basis of the colophon. Broken 
tablets excluded from discussion in this section: ACT 165; 
300; 601; 800a; 1032; TCL 6, 54; 57; BaM. Beih. 2, 65; 86; 
109; VAT 7816. 
88
 On kaliltu see Beaulieu 2000: 13, n. 37. 
89
 In addition to the four tablets written by Anu-aba-uter 
for Samas-etir which were treated in Section iii), the pro-
tected tablet TCL 6, 32, written by Anu-belsunu for a mem-
ber of the Afti'utu family, is omitted from consideration. 
ACT 192, where only the name of the scribe is preserved, is 
retained since this tablet is a votive and usually in such cases 
owner and scribe are the same. 
90
 TCL 6,1. 
91
 Beaulieu 2000: 12. 
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In the second group are: 
• The microzodiac TCL 6, 12+ (Colophon 44).92 
• Two astronomical tablets (Colophons 45-46). 
Once again, we will return to the final protected tablet later. The connection of the first group with 
the kaltis' professional activity is clear, and so we may move on to consider the second. Beaulieu and 
others have argued persuasively that the Sin-leqi-unninnis' interest in mathematical astronomy may 
have arisen from a desire to predict celestial phenomena more accurately, in order to time rituals 
correctly.93 This alone would allow us to explain the second group of tablets in general terms, but a 
closer examination of both protected and unprotected celestial material renders it possible to make 
some more nuanced distinctions. Table 3 lists the protected and unprotected astronomical and 
astrological tablets owned by the Sin-leqi-unninni kalus (individuals identified as tupsar Enuma Anu 
Ellil are once more distinguished by stars; family affiliation is Sin-leqi-unninni unless otherwise 
stated). 
TABLE 3: Celestial science within the Sin-leqi-unninni corpus. 
Tablet 
ACT 102 
ACT 135 
ACT 400 
ACT 640 
A 3405 
TCL 6, 12+ 
V AT 7815 
ACT 802 
ACT 194 
ACT 501 
ACT 702 
ACT 174 
ACT 192 
Description 
Lunar ephemeris: new 
moons, last visibility, full 
moons 
Lunar ephemeris: eclipses 
Planetary ephemeris: Venus 
Planetary ephemeris: Jupiter 
Table of planetary phases 
Microzodiac 
Calendar text for Kislimu 
Procedure text for Saturn 
Lunar auxiliary table: daily 
positions 
Planetary ephemeris: Mars 
Planetary ephemeris: Saturn, 
oppositions 
Lunar auxiliary table: full 
moons 
Lunar auxiliary table: daily 
positions 
Owner 
Anu-belsunu 
s. Nidinti-Anu 
Anu-belsunu 
s. Nidinti-Anu 
Anu-belsunu 
s. Nidinti-Anu 
Anu-belsunu 
s. Nidinti-Anu 
Anu-belsunu 
s. Nidinti-Anu 
Anu-belsunu 
s. Nidinti-Anu 
Anu-belsunu 
s. Nidinti-Anu 
*Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu 
** Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu 
*Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu 
[** Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu] 
[* Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu]96 
Xs . X 
d. Sin-leqi-unninni 
Scribe 
** Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu 
** Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu 
*Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu94 
*Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu95 
** Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu 
** Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu 
** Anu-aba-uter 
s. Anu-belsunu 
= owner 
Anu-balassu-iqbi, 
owner 
Anu-uballit s. Ina 
d. Ekur-zakir 
nephew of 
-qiblt-Anu 
[Anu-uballit] s. Ina-qiblt-Anu 
d. Ekur-zakir 
[Anu-uballit s. Ina-qiblt-Anu] 
d. Ekur-zakir 
= owner? 
Prot? 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
Y 
N 
N 
N 
N 
92
 Beaulieu does not mention TCL 6, 12+, as his category 
is "astronomical" texts. Since the microzodiac contains ritu-
al instructions it could equally have been placed in the first 
group. 
93
 Beaulieu 2000: 7-8. 
94
 The tablet is damaged where a title might have been 
written. 
95
 The tablet is damaged where a title might have been 
written. 
96
 Restorations of owner and scribe are based on two 
considerations. First, in the other cases where an Ekur-zakir 
copies for a Sin-leqi-unninni, the owner-scribe pair is 
Anu-aba-uter and Anu-uballit. Second, the tablet is dated to 
SE 124, the same year as ACT 501, written by Anu-uballit 
for Anu-aba-uter, and 702, where Neugebauer restores 
Anu-aba-uter and Anu-uballit (1955 I: 20). 
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Looking for celestial specialists will once again take us some way here. All the protected 
astrological and astronomical tablets were owned or written by Anu-aba-uter, who held the title 
tupsar Enuma Anu Ellil. Yet this still leaves a large number of unprotected tablets in which Anu-aba-
uter is either owner or scribe. Since in this case we are dealing with a particularly small number of 
protected tablets, any conclusions must be tentative. However, one further element to explain the 
distribution suggests itself, namely a link between the Sin-leqi-unninnis' primary and secondary 
areas of expertise: the celestial phenomena on the protected tablets are arguably those of most 
precise relevance to the kalus' ritual activity. This is perhaps easiest to see for the microzodiac TCL 
6, 12+, which explicitly includes cultic instructions. Yet this and the protected astronomical tablets 
also share another element which distinguishes them from the bulk of the unprotected tablets: a 
connection with the moon, and specifically with lunar eclipses, around which an important part of 
the kalus' ritual activity was centred. The microzodiac opens with a description of a lunar eclipse, 
and later in the text omens which signify an eclipse are given. Meanwhile, the protected astronomical 
tablets owned by the kalus treat lunar phenomena which are either directly connected with eclipses, 
in the case of the ephemeris ACT 135, or could be used to predict the movements of the moon, and 
hence to assess eclipse possibilities. In contrast, planetary ephemerides or auxiliary tables, of less 
relevance to the kalus' ritual activity, were not protected. 
The focus on the moon among the protected texts confirms Beaulieu's insights into the likely 
purpose behind the kalus' interest in astronomy, and supports the suggestion made above regarding 
the Ekur-zakir celestial tablets: that protective formulae were applied to those tablets of core 
relevance to each specialist's primary occupation. This interpretation is strengthened further by the 
way in which the distribution of protective formulae differs between the aSipus' and kalus' celestial 
tablets. One of the unprotected astrological tablets written by Anu-aba-uter is a calendar text, a type 
of composition which the Ekur-zakirs did protect. Similarly, although no protected planetary 
astronomy was owned by the kalus, Anu-aba-uter wrote a protected copy of a-planetary ephemeris 
for Samas-etir of the Ekur-zakir family, perhaps in line with the latter's diagnostic and therapeutic 
interests which the kalus did not share. A similar interaction between the interests of owner and 
scribe might also explain the distribution of protective formulae on lunar tablets written by Anu-
aba-uter for his father, who was not himself a tupsar Enuma Anu Ellil?1 Here, the two protected 
celestial tablets are the two in which the connection with kalutu is most direct—the microzodiac, and 
the ephemeris ACT 135 which deals specifically with lunar eclipses. The other lunar ephemeris 
owned by Anu-belsunu, ACT 102, does not deal with eclipses directly, making it less relevant for a 
kalu who lacked expertise in celestial science; perhaps this is why it is left unprotected. 
There is of course an unprotected tablet relating to lunar phenomena which was probably owned 
by the celestial specialist Anu-aba-uter—ACT 174.98 Here we may invoke a the same explanation as 
in Section iii) regarding the unprotected ACT 163, namely that this is also a pedagogical tablet. The 
scribe of ACT 174, Anu-uballit from the Ekur-zakir family, was apprenticed to Anu-aba-uter to 
learn astronomy, and he appears here (and on the few other surviving tablets he wrote) without the 
title tupsar Enuma Anu Ellil. It is likely that this is one of his training tablets, and it may not be a 
coincidence that it is the same type of text that Anu-aba-uter was practising in ACT 163. 
It remains to deal with the one protected and eight unprotected tablets belonging to the kalus 
which have not yet been discussed. The majority of the unprotected tablets neatly support the trend 
that each group protected its own professional corpus and not an abstracted body of exclusive 
knowledge. They include a lamentation to Ellil—of less relevance in Seleucid Uruk than the 
lamentation to Anu which was protected—a mathematical text, and five compositions which were 
protected by the asipus: Summa Alu, Maqlu and three copies of temple-building rituals." The omens 
97
 ACT 102, 135; TCL 6, 12. tablet, BaM. Beih. 2, 06, contains a prayer for the prize bull, 
98
 ACT 192 is another unprotected lunar tablet, but the with an obvious connection to the kalus' ritual activity. This 
individual whose name is partly preserved is not a scribe of too may be a pedagogical tablet; it was written by Anu-
Enuma Anu Ellil, so on the present evidence this conforms balassu-iqbi for Anu-aba-uter (although probably later than 
to the expected pattern. ACT 194 which is protected), and the scribe does not have a 
"' Respectively: BRM 4,11; TCL 6, 33; BRM 4,21; BaM. professional title. 
Beih. 2, 16; 12; TCL 6, 45; 46. The remaining unprotected 
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and incantations are unrelated to the kalus' professional activity, but although the building rituals 
did involve the asipus, they are explicitly assigned to the domain of kalutu in the text itself, and so 
we cannot explain them away here on the basis of irrelevance to the kalus' professional activity. 
However, it is likely that these tablets are pedagogical. TCL 6, 46 is the earliest scholarly tablet 
attributable to Anu-belsunu, who identifies himself as "junior lamentation priest" in the colophon, 
while BaM. Beth. 2, 12, a partial duplicate of TCL 6, 46, is the earliest datable scholarly tablet 
written by his son, Anu-aba-uter, some thirty years later. The third tablet is undated, but the lack of 
a professional title suggests that it is early within Anu-belsunu's scholarly career.100 
The final protected tablet provides a fitting conclusion to our study of the Uruk scholars, since it 
highlights the investment in their professional identity which we have identified as crucial to 
understanding the protective formulae they applied to their tablets. BaM. Beih. 2, 89 (Table H, 
Colophon 47), written by Anu-belsunu (2), is the list of apkallu and ummdnu which traces an 
unbroken line of scholarship from the prehistoric sage Oannes to, it would seem, Seleucid times.101 
Sin-leqi-unninni, whom the family claimed as their ancestor, has the honour of being listed as the 
first post-diluvian ummdnu, for king Gilgames. In this way the Seleucid kaliis re-asserted their 
authority and importance in an Uruk very different from the city in which they believed Gilgames 
had taken counsel from their eponymous ancestor. It is probably no accident that BaM. Beih. 2, 89, 
written in 164 B.C., is one of our latest datable scholarly tablets from Uruk; although they are not 
themselves listed as ummdnu, the appearance of the names Ahiqar and Nikarchos at the end of the 
text rather neatly prefigures the process by which cuneiform scholarship would, in the not too distant 
future, finally give way to Aramaic and Greek. 
IV. Conclusions 
In the case of Achaemenid and Seleucid Uruk, asking "Why are these particular texts marked?" 
leads not, as Lenzi claims, to a dead end, but to a network of clearly articulated relationships between 
the professional specialism(s) of the individual scholar and the texts he sought to protect. Asipus and 
kalus marked as restricted the particular body of knowledge at the heart of their respective disciplines, 
leaving unprotected a range of other material which fell within their interest and understanding but 
was more peripheral to their professional roles. Within both groups, a few individuals who developed 
a secondary specialism in celestial science collaborated across familial and professional boundaries, 
protecting similar but not identical material within their new area of competence depending on its 
relation to their primary profession. This in fact brings us close to Lenzi's contention that texts 
connected with the five scholarly disciplines were classified as secret, but with the important 
difference that these classifications did not take place on a general, abstract level as envisaged by 
Lenzi and others, but rather according to the profession of individual scribes. 
Overall, then, a close analysis of the Uruk corpora offers a persuasive challenge to the traditional 
classification and interpretation of "secret", or, as I would prefer to call it, "protected" scholarship 
in Mesopotamia. On the one hand, previous approaches may have been too narrow in their 
conceptualisation of methods of intellectual protection by Assyrian and Babylonian scholars, which 
include formulae beyond those explicitly referring to knowledge. Conversely, the existence of 
coherent small-scale patterns in distribution suggests that the interpretation of these colophons has 
previously been focused at too general and abstract a level; they are closely and deliberately tied to 
their immediate intellectual context, and should be analysed as such rather than viewed as part of a 
single, abstract body of "secret knowledge". 
As more Akkadian and Sumerian texts continue to be published, it is increasingly clear that the 
intellectual history of Assyria and Babylonia is more complex than earlier editors of cuneiform texts 
could infer from the limited sources available to them. Oppenheim's (1975) "stream of tradition" 
model rightfully captures the high level of engagement with, and respect for, the writings of past 
ioo T £ L g^  46 Qn]y t n e f-irst p a r t 0 f t n e kjng's n a m e ($e- 101 Based on the fact that the Greek name Nikarchos, 
leucus) is preserved. Pearce and Doty (2000: 332 n. 6) state transliterated ni-qa-qu-ru-su-ii, appears in r.5. On this text 
that the king is "likely to be Seleukos IV" (r. 187-175 B.C.) see Beaulieu 2000: 3^1; Lenzi 2008: 106-09. 
but it could equally well be Seleucus II (r. 246-226) or III 
(r. 226/5-222); Anu-belsunu's earliest tablet is from 231 B.C. 
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generations which is a defining characteristic of cuneiform scholarship in Mesopotamia. However, 
our greater ability to assess sources from multiple periods and intellectual contexts now allows us to 
appreciate the ways in which scholarship in local centres, and the choices and interests of various 
groups and individuals, constantly selected from and modified the "stream", or streams, to which 
they had access. The model for intellectual protection proposed here fits well into this emerging 
understanding of flexibility and creativity; the writers of our cuneiform texts are revealed not as a 
monolithic group of "scribes" engaged in the transmission of a canonised body of knowledge, but 
as individual scholars who sought to guard their own professional praxis and identity using the most 
powerful medium they knew: writing. Much more could be said about this process, for other elements 
of colophons were also deliberately selected and constructed to express intellectual, familial and 
even personal identity. However, this step towards understanding scholars' use of protective 
formulae in Late Babylonian Uruk may perhaps serve as a further confirmation that Mesopotamian 
intellectual activity cannot be understood as a relatively abstract, static whole, but rather at local, 
familial and individual levels. The history of cuneiform scholarship is, after all, a story of scholars 
as well as texts. 
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TABLE A: Scholarly tablets of the Sangu-Ninurta family. 
SpTU No. Description Protected? 
(X = broken, unknown) 
1,31 
1,32 
1,43 
1,49 
1,50 
1,72 
1,83 
3,66 
3,99 
3,100 
4,127 
4,128 
4,172 
4,174 
5,231 
-BaM. 21,483 
1,28 
1,38 
1,44 
1,56 
1,60 
4, 151 
1,33 
1,45 
1,47 
1,48 
1,51 
1,59 
1,126 + 3, 107 
2,8 
3,69 
3,84 
3,90 
3,116 
4,152 
5,241 
5,242 
5,248 
5,254 
Sa-gig 5 commentary 
Sa-gig 7 commentary 
List of diseases 
Commentary to prescriptions for illnesses caused by ghost 
Commentary to prescriptions for epilepsy 
Summa Izbu commentary 
Alamdimmu commentary 
Bit Rimki 3 
Summa Alu commentary 
Medical(?) omen commentary 
Bit Rimki 6 
Bilingual incantations 
Metrological tables 
Table of many-place reciprocals 
Asipu s Handbook 
Mathematical problems 
Sa-gig 1 commentary 
Sa-gig 19 commentary 
Sa-gig 9th pirsu 
List of ingredients for magical purposes 
Medical prescriptions 
Alamdimmu 5 
Sa-gig 7 commentary 
Prescriptions against nasal diseases 
Sa-gig commentary 
Sa-gig 45 
Commentary to medical prescriptions 
Sa-gig 41 
An = Anu3 
Bit Meseri 
Bit Meseri tabular overview 
Incantations against Lamastu 
Summa Izbu 1 
HAR-gud (B) 
S'a-gig 33 
Ritual for Maqlu-like incantation 
Surpu 3-4 
Ritual for good childbirth 
Medical omen commentary 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
1
 Here and in the Ekur-zakir corpus from Ue XVIII I tablets from Ue XVIII and an attempt to reconstruct the dif-
include only those tablets where the colophon permits attri- ferent family collections see Clancier 2009: 47-73. 
bution to one family or the other. For an overview of all the 
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TABLE B: Scholarly tablets of the fourth-century Ekur-zakir family.' 
SpTU No. 
1,69 
1,80 
1,90 
1,94 
1,96 
2,2 
2,5 
2,21 
2,25 
2,32 
2,33 
2,34 
2,35 
2,39 
2,43 
2,44 
2,51 
3,65 
3,91 
3,105 
4,150 
4,162 
5,245 
5, 265 
- TCL 6, 9 
-TCL 6, 17 
- BRM 4, 20 
2,18 
4,133 
4,159 
4,188 
5,240 
1,14 
2,6 
2,9 
2,37 
2,38 
3,97 
3,104 
4,140 
4,141 
4,147 
4,158 
4,220 
- TCL 6, 34 
- TCL 6, 50 
- RA 12, 75 
Description 
Summa Izbu 10 
Barutu 29 
Enuma Arm Ellil 56 commentary 
Astrological price forecasts 
List of zodiacal constellations that affect each other 
Mussu'u 2 
Bilingual incantations to Ea 
Incantation rituals against bad dreams 
Usburruda incantation and ritual 
Summa Alu excerpts 20-21 (tablet 64) 
Summa Alu excerpt 38 
Summa Alu excerpt 43 
Omens of akitu festival 
Commentary to sa-zi-ga incantations 
Horoscopic table 
Sa-gig 16 
Ur5-ra= f/ubullu 9 
Mussu'u 2 
Summa Izbu 5 
Calendar text for Arahsamnu 
Alamdimmu 6 
Enuma Anu Ellil 20 commentary 
Fragment of incantation ritual 
Astrological birth omens 
Omens of akitu festival 
Enuma Anu Ellil 8 commentary 
Asipu's Almanac commentary 
Namburbu ritual 
Unidentified incantation or ritual 
Astrological Barutu 
Erimljus 5 
Incantation rituals 
Mussu'u 7 
Bilingual incantations against Ardat-lili 
Pazuzu 
Summa Izbu 8-12 commentary 
Summa Izbu 17 commentary 
Summa Alu excerpts 70-71 
Calendar text for Du'uzu 
Maqlii-like incantations 
Temple-building rituals 
Colophon fragment 
Barutu—dub ha-la 
Building materials and parts for shrines of various deities 
Qutaru varia 
Namburbu ritual 
Sumerian hymn to Inana; Akkadian translation and glosses 
Protected? 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
2
 For reasons of chronology, SpTU 1, 2 and SpTU 4, 157 
from Ue XVIII, written in 251 and 228 B.C. respectively, 
are grouped with the third- and second-century Ekur-zakir 
tablets in the following section. Similarly, six illicitly 
excavated tablets of IqBaya and IStar-suma-eres are counted 
here together with the Ue XVIII corpus, as they predate the 
other illicitly excavated Ekur-zakir tablets by at least 50 
years. These are: TCL 6,9; 17; 34; 50; BRM 4,20 and RA 12, 
75. 
236 K. STEVENS 
TABLE C: Scholarly tablets owned or written by members of the third- and second- century 
Ekur-zakir family. 
Tablet Description Protected? 
Barutu 43 {Summa Martu 4) N 
Barutu 30 {Summa Pan Tdkalti 6) N 
Barutu N 
Barutu (Rikis Girri 20) N 
Barutu N 
Enuma Anu Ellil 56 N 
Astrological weather forecasts N 
Erimffus 5 N 
Daily offerings in Uruk N 
New year (Tasritu) rituals (Hunzu owner, EZ scribe) N 
Lunar ephemeris: new moons N 
Lunar auxiliary table: function for full moons N 
Lunar auxiliary table: functions for full moons (EZ owner, SLU scribe) N 
Planetary ephemeris: Mars (SLU owner, EZ scribe) N 
Planetary ephemeris: Saturn (SLU owner, EZ scribe) N 
Barutu N 
Barutu N 
Hymn or prayer to Sin N 
Chronicle of the reign of Sulgi N 
Barutu—dub ha-la N 
Planetary ephemeris: Mercury, morning star (SLU owner, EZ scribe) X 
Planetary ephemeris: Jupiter, second stationary point (EZ owner, SLU X 
scribe) 
Planetary ephemeris: Jupiter, daily motion X 
Procedure text for Mars " X 
Enuma Anu Ellil 33 X 
Barutu 97 {Summa Multabiltu 14) Y 
Summa Izbu varia Y 
Enuma Anu Ellil catalogue Y 
New year rituals Y 
Bilingual hymn to Anu (Lugal-dimmer-ankia) Y 
Lunar auxiliary table: functions for full moons (EZ owner, SLU scribe) Y 
Planetary ephemeris: Jupiter, first stationary point (EZ owner, SLU Y 
scribe) 
Calendar text for second half of the year Y 
TCL 6, 2 
TCL 6, 3 
TCL 6, 4 
TCL 6, 5 
TCL 6, 7 
TCL 6, 16 
TCL 6, 19 
TCL 6, 35 
TCL 6, 38 
TCL 6, 39 
ACT 101 (J) 
ACT 161 (V) 
ACT 163 (H) * 
ACT 501 (Y) * 
ACT 702 (Z) * 
BRM4, 12 
BRM4, 13 
UVB 15,37 
S p T U l , 2 
SpTU4, 157 
ACT 300 (P) * 
ACT 601 (M) * 
ACT 651 (O) 
ACT 803 (N) 
UCP 9, 398-399 
TCL 6, 1 
TCL 6, 10 
TCL 6, 15+ 
BRM 4, 7 
BRM 4, 8 
ACT 171 (F) * 
ACT 600 (L) * 
K. 3753 
3
 Several tablets occur both here and in Table D since they rather than the owner are indicated. The letters in brackets 
involve cross-family pairings; these are starred. In each after the ACT numbers indicate the colophon letter in 
table, tablets which have been included based on the scribe ACT I. 
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TABLE D: Scholarly tablets owned or written by the Seleucid Sin-leqi-unninni family. 
Tablet 
BaM. Beih. 2, 6 
BaM. Beih. 2, 12 
BaM. Beih. 2, 16 
BRM4, 11 
BRM4, 21 
ACT 102 (T) 
ACT 163 (H) * 
ACT 174 (W) 
ACT 192 (K) 
ACT 400 (D) 
ACT 501 (Y) * 
ACT 640 (Q) 
ACT 702 (Z) * 
ACT 802 (Zd) 
TCL 6, 33 
TCL 6, 45 
TCL 6,46 
VAT 7815 
A 3405 (Steele 2000) 
BaM. Beih. 2, 65 
BaM. Beih. 2, 86 
BaM. Beih. 2, 109 
ACT 165 (Ze) 
ACT 300 (P) * 
ACT 601 (M)* 
ACT 800a (R) 
ACT 1032 (Zf) 
TCL 6, 54 
TCL 6, 57 
VAT 7816 
BaM. Beih. 2, 5 
BaM. Beih. 2, 89 
ACT 135 (U) 
ACT 171(F)* 
ACT 194 (Zc) 
ACT 600 (L) * 
TCL 6, 12+ 
TCL 6, 32 
TCL 6, 44 
TCL 6, 48 
Description 
Su-illaku prayer of the prize bull (for kettledrum rituals) 
Temple-building rituals 
Maqlu 8 
Lamentation 
Summa Alu3S 
Lunar ephemeris 
Lunar auxiliary table: functions for full moons (EZ owner, 
scribe) 
Lunar auxiliary table: functions for full moons 
Lunar auxiliary table: daily positions of the moon 
Planetary ephemeris: Venus, first visibility as evening star 
Planetary ephemeris: Mars (SLU owner, EZ scribe) 
SLU 
Planetary ephemeris: Jupiter, first visibility and second stationary 
point 
Planetary ephemeris: Saturn (SLU owner, EZ scribe) 
Procedure text: Saturn 
Mathematical word problems 
Temple-building rituals 
Temple-building rituals 
Calendar text for Kislimu 
Table of planetary phases 
Barutu 
Planetary auxiliary table: Mars 
Unidentified fragment 
Lunar auxiliary table: functions for full moons 
Planetary ephemeris: Mercury, morning star (SLU owner, 
Planetary ephemeris: Jupiter, second stationary point (EZ 
SLU scribe) 
Planetary auxiliary table: Mercury as morning star 
Ephemeris 
Edina-usagake 
Nirgal-lu-ede 
Calendar text for Nisannu 
Kettledrum rituals 
List of apkallu and ummanu 
Lunar ephemeris: eclipses 
Lunar auxiliary table: functions for full moons (EZ owner, 
scribe) 
Lunar auxiliary table: daily positions of the moon 
EZ scribe) 
owner, 
SLU 
Planetary ephemeris: Jupiter, first stationary point (EZ owner, SLU 
scribe) 
Microzodiac 
Mathematical—Esagil tablet (Ahi'utu owner, SLU scribe) 
Kettledrum rituals 
Lamentation 
Protected? 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
N 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
41 have only included tablets where attribution to the Sin- sufficient, since there was an individual with the same name 
leqi-unninnis is certain. Thus, for instance, when we find the from the Ekur-zakir family, 
name Anu-bel§unu without a family affiliation this is not 
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